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Business Here
At Higher Level
Than Anticipated
NEW CAR WINNER — Mrs. Isabel Parks was the winner of
the 1975 Datsun
automobile given away at the Murray-Calloway County Fair Saturday
night. The
car was donated by Murray Datsun.
Staff Photos by David Hill

Retail business in Calloway County was
at a higher level in the pit year than was
expected, the final tabulations show,
The sales volume compiled by local
stores indicates that local residents have
been coping with the recession more
successfully than have people in many
parts of the country.
_
However, although a sizeable amount
was spent locally for food, clothing, home
furnishings and other goods and services,
buying was at a more restrained pace than
it would have been if economic conditions
had been normal.
As in other communities, people cut
back temporaril; on some of' their
discretionary spending. Most severely hit,
as a result, were the markets for
automobiles and new homes.
The facts and figures on the local
spending picture are brought out in the
annual survey of markets, conducted by
the Standard Rate and Data Service. It
shows how consumers in each area of the
nation spent their money, and for what.
In Callowarcounty, a large porton_ of it
torittOd.-npfoffatiT5;10. Eaft----our`"
of every dollar spent in retail stores was
for such purcIlikes.

What it produced, for supermarkets,
grocery stores, meat markets, bakeries
and other food outlets was a sales volume
of $6,420,000. This compares with the
previous year's $14,534,000.
Not included is the amount spent for food
consumed in restaurants and in other
eating and drinking places.
If the expenditure for take-home feal
were uniformly divided among the local
population it would be equivalent to $1,497
per household._ - _
The volume of business done by other
retail establishments show that most of
them stood up quite well, despite the
recession.
Sales of cars and other automotive
equipment and supplies amounted to
$21,037,000, compared with the prior year's
$23,513,000.
General merchandise stores recorded a
total of $6,810,000 in the year. In 1973 it was
$6,303,000.
Those selling shoes, hats, clothing and
other wearing apparel grossed $3,338,000,
as against the previous $2,967,000.
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accounted for $5,305,000. Their fornier
total was $4,706,000.
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to drive, but you can bet she is great company for her dad as he mows the lawn.
She is the daughter of Mr. anctMrS. Pete Waldrop of Murray.

Moto by David frank

Ford Expected To Veto Oil Price Rollback
TRACTOR PULL — The traditional tractor pull climaxed the 18th annual
Murray-Calloway County Fair Saturday night, attracting entries from several
surrounding regions. Here, Max Parks brings it on with his modified "hot rod"
tractor. Parks is from Calloway Ctioty.

After the meeting, a Paducah police capPADUCAH, Ky. ( AP) — The national
director of the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan tain told one Klan leader that the crowd
toured the state during the weekend, should be cleared from the premises as
speaking out against busing, "reverse quickly as possible. He said an anonymous
discrimination" and the federal govern- telephone call had been received that said
"if the meeting isn't over in 15 minutes, we
ment.
David E. Duke, who also serves as are going to do them in."
Grand Dragon of the KICK in his home
However, no violence was reported.
state of Louisiana, told a gathering in this
Duke,25,said the Klan's main purpose is
Western Kentucky town Sunday that the to fight desegregation in a non-violent
Klan "must reach young people and
way.
motivate them."
He contended that the image of the Klan
A group of about 50 blacks tried un- has been tarnished by the press and that
successfully to be admitted to a building in favorable writings about the organizatio
n
which the Klan meeting was held. An
have been "suppressed."
estimated 250 whites attended the
He said violence is increasing "because
meeting.
Police told the blacks the Klan had races are indeed different" and criticized
"leased" the meeting room and that only some legislators who he said introduce
bills dealing with racial issues to further
the Klan leaders "could say" who entered.
One black man was admitted, but Duke their political careers.
He said most legislation of that type is
said he "sort of sneaked in and we let him
submitted by ''revolutionaries.stay."

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Ford
will add another layer to the White HouseCongress stalemate over energy policy
when he vetoes a bill rolling back the price
of new U.S. oil to $11.30 a barrel.
In addition to clamping a ceiling on new
oil prices, which currently stand on the
world market at about $13 a barrel, the bill
would leave thi pricrenf- aid oil — oil
produced from wells in existence prior to
1V12 — at $5.25 a barrel. Ford is expected
to issue the veto today.
.
-kfter the veto,the next foiftd will come
Tuesday in the protracted and complex
battle between the Ford administration
and Congress over energy policy. That's
when the House is expected to reject
Ford's proposal to raise the average price
of all U.S. oil from about $9 a barrel to
$13.50 a barrel over the next 30 months.
Republican congressional leaders came
from a breakfast meeting with Ford today
expressing hope a compromise decontrol
bill can be passed before Congress
recesses in August.

Cloudy And Warm
Partly cloudy ind-wilith—with a chance
of isolated thundershowers this afternoon,
ending tonight. Partly cloudy and warm
Tuesday. Highs this afternoon and
Tuesday in the mid to upper 80s. Lows
tonight in the mid to upper 60s.
Winds southwesterly near 10 miles per
hour this afternoon, diminishing tonight
Outlook for Wednesday, partly cloudy
with scattered thundershowers.
Precipitation chances 20 per cent this afternoon and tonight.

Telemetry Monitoring Equipment
In Operation At Local Hospital

Cathy Clark, registered nurse in the Coronary Care Unit at Murray Calloway
County Hospital, is demiinalrating the telemetry heart monitoring equipment to
Carnie Hendon.

Murray Calloway County Hospital an
Convalescent Division recently purchased
telemetry monitoring equipment for use
with cardiac patients who no longer need
to be in the Coronary Care Unit. A portion
of the monies to purchase the equipmen'
came from gifts given to the Coronae:.
Care Unit in memory of Mrs. Caine
Hendon.
Telemetry heart monitoring systems
were developed in the early stages of th«
space program for monitoring the
astronaut's heart race. Now telemetr
equipment is widely used in hospitals
throughout the country.
Use of the telemetry ( wireless ) equipment enables nurses to monitor the heart
rate and EKG of a patient even when he is
up and moving around. The patient is
continously monitored by means of a
miniature and lightweight battery
operated transmitter that he wears. The
transmitter weighs only 5.4 ounces with
batteries. The transmitter is contoured in
shape enabling it to be worn confortably by
the patient. The transmitted batteries
have a life of 3 to 4 days.
Signals from the transmitter are picked
up by a receiver aqd is usually displayed
on monitoring instruments in the Coronary'
Care Unit. If the patient's heart rate ex
ceeds or falls below predetermined limit
an alarm will sound.
Shirley Lamb,registered cardiac flues*
said she feels that the telemetry
equip
meat is of great benefit to both the patients
and the nurses. This equipment allows the
patient more freedorn to move- around
while stlll being monitored

Sen Paul J. Fannin, R-Ariz., said Ford
indicated a -great desire" to work out a
satisfactory bill before the recess. Fannin
said members of Congress are getting

MAYFIELD -- Three directors of the
West Kentucky Rural Telephone
Cooperative, serving Graves, Calloway,
Carlisle, Marshall and Hickman counties
in Kentucky — and Henry and Weakley
counties in Tennessee, were re-elected at
the cooperative's annual members'
meeting Saturday evening at the new
Mayfield High School.
Re-elected to three year terms by acclamation were L. W. Murdock and Roy M.
Lowes,_Graves County; and Lassiter Hill,
Calloway County.
Holdover directors include Cortez Schmidt and George Stephenson, Graves
County; Hermon Darnell, Calloway
County; Stanely Jones, Carlisle County;
E. T. Inman, Marshall County; and W. F.
Cary, Henry County, Tennessee.
Following the members' meeting, the
directors met briefly and re-elected
Murdock, president, Jones, vice-president,
Schmidt, secretary, and Stephenson,
treasurer.
The election of directors was conducted
by Farland Robbins, attorney for the
cooperative. The financial report was
presented by Bethel Richardson, the
cooperative's auditor.
In his annual report to the members,
Percy L. Finks, general manager, said
that a loan in the amount of $3,000,000 has

Dr. And Mrs. L. J.
Hortin Are Honored
Dr. and Mrs. L. J. Hortin were recently
honored at Ohio University, Athens, where
Hortin, Professor Emeritus, was former
Director of the School of Journalism. He
served there from 1947-'67.
The Hortins each received a
-Distinguished Service Award in appreciation and recognition of sustained
meritorious service to student journalists." The occasion for which the two
Murrayans were invited participants was
the thirtieth anniversary of the Ohio
University Workshop on High School_
Publications.
Dr. Hortin was former director of the
workshop for high school editors of
newspapers and yearbooks. The project
grew from a round table disclis.sion group
to an enrollment of two thousand.
The award to Mrs. Hortin was for her
contributions and for cooperation with
students, faculty and guests for 20 years.
She was also sponsor for Theta Sigma Phi
now Women in Communications, Inc ), a
professional journalistic society.

pressure from people back home to do
something about the energy situation and
that he felt the Senate Finance Conunitte
had "a chance to bring out a good corn-

been approved by REA for the_eonversion
to all one-party service in the exchanges of
Farmington, Lynnville,Sedalia and Fancy
Farm. Construction is underway in the
exchanges of Fairdealing, Hardin and
Kirksey and will be converted to all oneparty service by December 31, 1975.
Finks noted that as of June 31, the
cooperative had a total of 14,459 telephones
in service, and increase of 841 over the
previous year. He said at the completion of
the burying of cable for these exchanges
the cooperative will have 2,300 miles of
pole line with an $18,000,000 plant investment.
Door prizes were awarded at the con!
elusion of the meeting, and the Don Henley
Singers entertained prior to the opening of
the business session.

promise bill that would be satisfactory to
the President."
House Minority Leader John Rhodes, RAriz., said he hoped "forces will be
brought to bear" for a compromise and
said he felt House members are
recognizing that an energy stalemate "is
not what people want."
White House Press Secretary Ron
Nessen later told reporters who had talked
with the GOP leaders that Ford contemplates no malor change in his own decontrol plan, Nessen said Ford sees his
decontrol plan as a resonable compromise.
Ford sent his $13.50 plan to Congress last
week, but it cannot go into effect if either
the House or the Senate votes against it.
That Ford program reflects the administration's emphasis on higher prices
as a means of cutting gasoline consumption.
Many
congressional
Democrets,on the other hand, prefer mandatory conservation measures.
The Senate Finance Committee begins
work today on its version of an energy-tax
bill. Although there has been no indication
of what tax changes the panel will recommend, committee members have asserted
that their bill will differ from the one
passed by the House.

New Postal Contract
Tentatively Agreed To
WASHINGTON (API — A new labor
agreement for the nation's Postal workers
is expected to contribute to an increase in
the cost of mailing a letter before the end
of the year.
The new contract, tentatively agreed to
early today,'averted the possibility of a
strike by the nation's 600,000 postal
workers. Details of the settlement were
not announced but the postal unions won
one major victory, retention of a no-layoff
clause.
"The wages which we pay postal
workers is one element of our costs.

They're going to go up," Postmaster
General Benjamin F. Bailor said at a news
conference at which the settlement was
announced. Labor-related costs are 85 per
cent of the Postal Service's costs.
Bailer also said that the Postal Service
expects to lose $800 million dollars in the
fiscal year that began July 1. He said the
Postal Service needs higher rates to start
breaking even.
"I'm certain there will be (postal rate )
increases before the end of the year,"
Bailor said. The largest possible increase
would be to 13 cents per first-class letter.
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STUART WRITING WORKSHOP — Two,Calloway
Countiaps are among
students enrolled in the Jesse Stuart Creative Workshop
at Murray State University. They are: Mildred Harrison of Harel Route
1,1%housewite and bookkeeper
and (standing) Quint Guier of Murray,They are
shown with Stuart, the Kentucky
authiTraria poet known around the world
lochils.sesitiosirre-leottritti-tirtrtrifte
Stuarts course on The Short Story, one of five
offered in the three-week
workshop which ends July 25. Mr. Guier, at 92,
holds the record for being the
sAdest student in Murray State history.
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Rainbow Girls Plan
Call Meet Tuesday

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Monday, July 21
Tuesday, July 22
West Fork Baptist Women
Mrs. Helen Hodges will
will meet at the home of present a brief dramatization of
Elizabeth Smith at 7:30 p. m. the book, "God's Oddling," by
Jesse Stuart at the Calloway
Alateen will meet at AA Hall County Public Library at 7:30
at seven p. m.
p.m. Mr. Stuart will also be
present.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Mental Health Center at
Afternoon Mission Group of
7:30 p. m.
Memorial Baptist Church will
Community
Nursing meet at two p.m.
Education for nurses will be
held in the conference room of
Dexter Senior Citizens Crafts
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital at 7:30 p. m. with Day will be at Dexter ComRoger Neal Tanner and Mrs. munity Center at nine a.m.
Reva Shelton as speakers.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority will
Serendipity Stroll will start at meet at the home of Loretta
Center Station in Land Between Jobs at six p.m.
the Lakes at six p. m.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
• ane
meet at at the Health Center at seven
Unit
• y at 7:30 p.m.
P.
Quota Club will meet at
Murray Chapter of National Triangle Inn at noon.
Secretaries Association ( International) will have a salad
Wednesday, July 23
potluck at the Ellis Community
Lesson on Hong Kong Stools
Center on Ellis Drive at seven
p.m. Members are urged to will be at nine a.m. at Murray
City Park and if raining at Ellis
bring guests.
Community Center.
La Leche League will meet at
eight p.m. at 1403 Glendale. For
information call Mrs. Darling,
phone 753-8791, or Mrs. Foster,
phone 753-5963.
Tuesday, July 22
Ago VeLBL to start at South Information Station at ten a.m.
Ellis Center will open at 10:30
a.m. for Senior Citizens with
Ruth Ferguson te give lesson on
"Hair Pin Lace" at 10:45 a.m.,
lunch at noon, monthly clean-up
at one p.m., and table games or
shuffleboard at 1:30 p.m.

Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will have a call meeting on
Tuesday, July 22, at seven p.m.
at the Masonic Hall.
Following the meeting a party
will be held. All members are
urged to attend, an Assembly
spokesman said.

Lessons Planned
At The City Park
A lesson on "Hong Kong
Stools" will be held at the
Murray City Park on Wednesday, July 23, at nine a.m.
Grass will be placed on the
stools that day.
In case of rain the lesson will
be at the Ellis Community
Center.
On Monday, July 28, at nine
a.m. picnic baskets will be
made at the Murray City Park,
or if raining at the Ellis Center.

Bridge Planned At
Oaks On Wednesday

Bridge will be played by the
women of the Oaks Country
Club on Wednesday, July 23, at
9:30 a.m.
Reservations should be made
by noon Tuesday by calling the
hostess, Reva Shelton, 753-7935.
Winners on July 16 were
Dexter Senior Citizens will
Hazel Beale, high, and Jennifer
meet at Dexter Center at 9:30
Crouse, second high, according
a.m.
to the hostess, Freda Butterworth.
Community Center on North
&icl Street will open at one p.m.
for Senior Citizens.
Garnished Cubes
l,iraseer,about-two•tbirda.
-Stefbalt-piratiesee itit Senior
Citizens will be at Calloway full With water (boiled water
County High School field from makes clear cubes) and place in
freezer. When frozen, place any
eight to ten a.m.
one of or a combination' of the
Bowling for Senior Citizens following on top of each cube wW be at Corvette Lanes at 1:30 fresh unhulled strawberrY,
whole green grape,.-fresh sweet
p.m.
cherry, fresh mint sprig, red or
Dyeing green maraschino cherry Spinning
and
Workshop, Karen Boyd, in- pour on enough water to cover
structor, will be at Empire - finish freezing.
Farm in Land Between the
Lakes.

Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
Bridge will be at 9:30 a.m, at
_ seven p.m. for a call me_eting _ the Oaks Country Club with.
, and party.
Reva Shelton, phone 753-7935, as
hostess.
MSU Summer Theatre,
Ladies day luncheon will be
Twilight Cabaret, will be
presented at the old beach area -served at the Murray Country
of Kentucky Dam at 8:30 p.m. Club with Mrs. Maurice
Performances are also on Humphrey as chairman of the
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, hostesses. Golf will be at nine
Saturday,and Sunday nights. In a.m. with Mrs. Royal Kain as
case of rain no performance. chairman.
Thursday, July 24
KNA District 13 potluck
picnic to be held at Kenlake
Shelter picnic area at 6:30p. m.
Speaker will be Barbara
Cantrell, R. N. TVA Medical
Health Supervisor at Land
Between the Lakes.

Mission Group of Memorial
Baptist Church will meet at the
home of Mrs. 7.ella Covington at
7:30 p.m.

PERSONALS
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Shirley Vaughn of
Murray Route One has been
dismissed from Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.

FinalSummer
Clearance
All Sales Items Going
At Below Cost

Infants thru 16
All Sales Final
Sorry No Changes
Or Refunds

Sherry's Youth
Shop
Paris, Tenn

Hospital Report

The Murray
Lirdger
71mes

District Meet Of Daughters Of
American Revolution At Murray

Checklist on
food preservation
For gardeners whose home canning plans may
be hampered by shortages of the necessary equipment, home economists at General Electric's
Consumers Institute remind that food freezing is not
only easier but safer than home canning. These tips
ensure success:
• Be selective. Choose only top quality produce
at the peak of ripenese. Freezing maintains quality,
but cannot improve it.
•Plan ahead. Some foods are better wrapped in
individual-sized portions, others in family-size.
• Wrap it well. Wrapping material should be
"moisture-vapor proof." Be careful not to puncture
the wrap.
• Label packages to show quantity, kind and
date of freezing.
• Store food in a freezer which maintains the
temperature below 8 degrees F-refrigerator freezing units are not meant for long-term storage.
•Don't freeze too much at one time. Overloading
will raise the temperature. Add only about one-tenth
the capacity of the freezer each day. Place the foods
you intend to freeze at the'sides and back Use oldest
foods first...
• Most fruits and vegetables can be kept frozen
eight to 12 months without affecting flavor or quality.
To those lucky enough to have the proper canning equipment, the Institute gives these precautions:
• Don't experiment! Use only tested, approved
methods from the latest publications. Follow all time
and temperature specifications precisely. If in doubt,
err on the side of higher temperature or longer cooking time.
• Use only jars and lids made specifically for
canning. Don't try to re-use old peanut butter or
mayonnaise jars.
• Do not re-use lids with sealing compound on
the edges. A proper seal cannot be made the second
time. Rings can be re-used.
ert!irtinr overpacirtoods; tryhnt-to get too'Much
into a jar may result in,under-processing and spoil'age. Leave one inch of "head spare," or whatever is
suggested in the directions for a speeific food or
" recipe. • r
• Before using canned foods, check for leaks,
bulging lids, off-odors, off-colors or any sign of mold.
When in doubt, throw it out. Never use any canned
feeds showing any sign of spoilage. Whatever you do,
don't taste-test it.
•To be extra safe, boil home canned vegetables
for at least 10 minutes before serving.
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July 17, 1975
Adults 125
Nursery 3
Registration will take place
All members of the Kentucky
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
from 8:30 a.m. to 9:30 a.m.
Society, Daughters of the
Baby Boy Dedmon (mother American Revolution, are
Overnight registrations are to
be made directly with the HoliGlenda E.), Rt. 1, Grand invited to attend one or more of
day Inn at Murray.
Rivers.
the district meetings of the
Luncheon reservations are to
DISMISSALS
Kentucky Society DAR.
be made with Mrs. John J.
Mrs. Gwyn Harris and Baby
Livesay, regent of the Capt.
Boy, Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs. Ann P.
The First District, Mrs. MorWendell Oury Chapter, Livesay
McKeel and Baby Boy, 1303 gan Cardwell, director, will
Farms, New Concord 42071, by
Olive, Murray, Mrs. Dorothy D. meet Aug. 1 at the Murray
July 26. The price will be $4.50.
Cochran, 1304 Diuguid Rd., Woman's Club at 7th and Vine
All state officers and state
Streets.
The
hosts
will
be
the
Murray, Mrs. Mary S. Henson,
chairmen, as far as possible,
206 Elm, Murray, Mrs. Ruth D. Jacob Flourney, Capt. Wendell
will attend all district
Harpole, Rt. 1, Farmington, Oury and Stephen Ashby
meetings.
Chapters.
Mrs. Mary T. Bazzell and Baby
toy,
Kirksey, Mrs. Susan
L. Smith, Rt. 7, Box 194,
Mayfield, Mrs. Ruth E. Mills,
Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs. Ruth
Wilson, 1210 Olive, Murray,
Mrs. Shirley M. Jones, Rt. 2,
Arlington, Mrs. Carol J.
Wilburn, 306 Oakdale Dr.,
Dunn, Miss Bess Hendricks,
Mrs. Rickie Hughes, the
Murray, James L, Waters, Rt. former
Mrs. L. M. Newton, Mrs.
Miss
Sharon
7, Murray, Mrs. Opal McWade Brisendine, Mrs. Ralph
Robinette, was guest of honor
Cuiston, 503 Olive, Murray, Saturday
Kennedy, Miss Aline Burton,
night
at
a
Carroll W. Jackson, Puryear,
Mrs. Anne Littleton, Mrs. Carl
miscellaneous
household
Tn.
Childers, Mrs. Jack Claxton,
shower held at the home of
Mrs. Sammy_ Webb and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Hughes in
July 18, 1975
Noble Hughes.
Puryear. Hostesses for the
Adults 122
lovely affair were Mrs.
Another.lovely courtesy for
Nursery 6
Kenwood Robinson and Mrs.
Mrs. Hughes was held at
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Robert Westerman. Mrs.
Murray at the home of Mrs.
Baby Boy Powell, ( mother, Hughes, wearing a green
Ruth Hughes when members
Ethel Janette), Baby Boy dress, was presented a corof the Hughes family gathered
Schroeder, (mother, Elaine). sage of white carnations from
to honor the bride with a
.the hostesses.
DISMISSALS
shower.
Games were played
Two
clever
contests
were
Mrs. Nancy Carolyn Fox, Box
and after the many gifts were
M, Dexter, Mrs. Janice Faye enjoyed with prizes going to
opened, the hostess served
Cathey, Route 2, Box 76, Mrs. Jerry Underwood and
refreshments.
Mrs.
Herbert
Ray.
A
large
Murray, Mrs. Barbara B.
Attending were Mrs. Nina
array of gifts including linens
Hastings, Route 2, Springville,
Poyner, Mrs. Fred Hughes,
small appliances, crystal
Tenn., Mrs. Josephine Y. several pieces of her choser,
Mrs. Dan Poyner all of Hazel,
Baker, Route 1, Murray, Mrs. patterns in stoneware and
Mrs. Eva Jay Muzzell, Mrs.
Verlene Morgan, Route 1, Box
Jean Pierce end Mrs. Tony
stainlets steel was opened and
288, Murray, Mrs. Rita Faye
Pierce of Memphis, Mrs.
admired.
Lusk, Route 1, Dexter, -Mrs.
Leetie Hall, Mrs. Robert
The hostesses served cakes
-Lynda M:Stewart, Route 3, Bolt decorated in. grief' and
-Westin-than; Mrs.
*
3, McKenzie, Tenn., Mrs. Mary
yellow with nuts, mints and • Hughes, Mrs. Sandra Downey
F. Pinkley, Route 2, Box 5, punch to Mrs. Thomas
of Murray, Miss Debbie
Hunington, Tenn., Mrs. Annette
Alexander, Mrs. Herbert 'lay, - Walker of Louisville, Ky. and
-Mni Noble Hughes of
P. Schioader, 402 N. 17th Si, Mrs. Earl Snow, Mrs. Jerry
Puryear.
Underwood, Mrs. Marjorie
Murray, Mrs. Lenora J. Jones,
Route 4, Benton, William Ray
Kern, Route 7, Box 22, Murray,
•:••••
:•;;•••••.Y::•••.•-:',••••,
Mrs. Nellie Rogers, 1318 Poplar
St., Murray, Mrs. Lola
Willoughby (expired), Route 3,
irtr,
Murray.

Courtesies For Recent
Bride. Mrs. Robinette

@MO

XeaZ-th-Wise

Hound
7:15,9:00
Bambi
7:40,9:25
& The Hound Who

641 No Bus.

By Helen F. Andrew, M.S.,
Health Educator

ipewt-tac
By Abigail Van Burin

Delinquent Citizen
Wants to Pay Up And
Die Clean
DEAR ABBY: I would like to know if the U
government has what they call a "conscience place" where a
person can go and pay the government what he has cheated
them out of. If so, where is it? I want to die clean.
WANTS TO REPENT
DEAR WANTS: There is no one place. If you've cheated
on your income tax, write to the Internal Revenue Service,
Washington, D.C. with a note of explanation. If you've
cheated on something else, send your remittance to any
U.S. Treasury office with a note, and they will channel it to
the proper place.
P.S. In the meantime, pray. You know how slow the mails
are.
DEAR ABBY: This is for "Trapped." the young woman
whose husband beat her and kept her a prisoner in her home
with no money of her own. You told her to go to a family
service agency for help. How could she get there? She
doesn't drive.
My husband also kept me a prisoner, and I didn't.drive.
He never allowed me to have any friends, never gave me a
penny for anything and wouldn't even let me go to church.
He'd hit me when I complained.
When I threatened divorce, he said nobody else would
have me. I had two children and no training for a job, so I
put up with it for six years.
I finally started to talk with my minister on the phone.
He told me that God didn't intend for marriage to be a test
of anybody's endurance. He advised me to give my husband
a time limit to seek help, and if he refused, to leave him with
no regrets.
I took my minister's advice. My husband laughed in my
face, told me no other man would have me and slapped me
and the children around. Finally, I left.
I stayed with my parents for six months while I found a
job and a place of my own. For two years I lived alone and
found that I had an inner strength and a faith in God I
didn't know was there.
I joined "Parents Without Partners" and dated when I
could. I stayed with the church and sang in the choir. Then,
one night at choir rehearsal a young man who had recently
returned from the military service walked in. I soon found
out he was single.
To make a long stork short, we have been married three
years and now have a child of our own. I couldn't be
happier.
Please print this, Abby. If it gives just one woman the
courage to gather up her self-respect and leave a situation
that's as hopeless as mine was, it will be worth it.
NO NAME PLEA SE
DEAR ABBY: You had a pretty good flap going some
Lime ago about printing the. Ten Commandments on bed
sheets.
Saw something the other day that reminded me of it.
Being of Social Security age, I really appreciated it,
On display in a novelty Lshop was a pillow case,
emblazoned in big block letters: "DON'T EXPECT
M I RACLES."
BILL IN TACOMA
Everyone has a problem What's youral For a personal
replY. write to ABBY: Box No. 69/00, L.A., Calif. 90069,
'
stamped. self-addressed envelope, please.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers-Wm -re
Kneiw," send trl to -Abigail Van Buren. 132 Lasky Dr.
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long,
self-addressed, stamped 12041 envelope.

Thru Thur.

Cholesterel-Tivo Footnotes
The :search for the ley
preventing heart attackstakes many forms.
A medical researcher
studying the diets of Masai
tribesmen for the National
Heart and Lung Institute
chanced upon an interesting
relationship between their remarkably low cholesterol level and their consumption of
about a gallon of yogurt a day.
George V. Mann, M.D., of
Vanderbilt University found
that although the African
tribesmen used large quantities of yogurt made from
whole milk high in cholesterol
they had a blood level about
half of the average American
male. And when he increased
their intake of yogurt their
blood cholesterol dropped still
further. The Masai have one
of the world's lowest heartattack rates.
Dr. Mann has since produced the same results by
feeding yogurt to 12 adult
Americans. This has led to his
theory that yogurt bacteria
produce a fatty acid which
inhibits the body's production
of cholesterol.
Richard Suinn, Ph.D., head
of the psychology department
at Colorado State University,
conducts a program to help
people deal with their

Hardin High
School class
has reunion
The 1925 class of Hardin High
School held its golden reunion
at the Senior Citizens Building
at Hardin Saturday, July 5.
Mrs. Reba Miller of Murray,
former principal, was the
honored guest and Mrs. Nell
Pace was the special guest.
Out of a class of 25 four
members are deceased) 16
members were present.
Those attending were Mary
Lee Nichols and husband, Scott
Greenfield and wife, Niva
Jones Reddick and husband, all
of Florida; Buis Inman and wife
of Maryland; Pansy Henderson
Massie of Ohio; Sills Morton
Benningholf of Indiana; Ruby
Ross Malugin and husband, and
Vivian White Watkins of
Murray; Errett Starks,
Laurine Combe Smith and
husband, Palace Henderson
husband,'
and
Boggess
• Miladean McGowan, Cecil
Lovett, Regina Trimble Lovett,
Wayne Pace and wife, Edna
Harrison Watkins and husband,
all of Marshall County.
Also, several visitors were
present

.1.1•••••••

7:20
9-20

641 No Bus. RI.

Thru Wed.
C.
stresses. Called Cardiostress
Management Training, Dr.
Suinn's program has produced
significant decreases in cholesterol and triglyceride ley.

1949

A MEAT TINE
TO SE YOUNOI

7:30
9:15

Thru Wed.
In a lour-hour session Dr
Suinn ),eaches patients who
have bad coronaries to relax
particular muscle groups;
then to identify the situations
associated with their stress.
Finally, they learn to recall
stressful situations and recognize their responses to stressincreased heart rate, sweating or muscle tension-and to
release the tension by relaxation.
The training program has
proved so helpful that Dr.
Suinn plans to try it with
people whose personalities
place them at high risk before
heart attacks occur.
C )975 as a
COMITUnOty

SOIVIC• of

PART 2
WALKING TALL

Qom IVEEZ•En MI • NM MI6

Starts trui7
.-"Renji(G)
Double Feature
1."Around The World With Fanny Hill"

Hwy-.1:So
In City

2."Surburban Wives" Both(R)

Thru Wed.
THUR:"TIcIal Wave"& "Santee"

woo,NIVERSAL STUDIOS TOUR
When in Southern California v jot VI
CON.AN V
N MIC

The terrifying motion picture
from the terrifying No.1 best seller.

the Health Deportment, General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists

Mohon Heads
Puryear Alumni
Paul Morgan presided and
conducted business at the
meeting of the Puryear
at
Association
Alumni
Puryear School July 4 that
was attended by about 200
people
A catered meal was had at
noon and during the afternoon
officers for 1980 were elected
Riley Mohon was chosen
president; Julia Brown, vicepresident; Kenwood Robinson, treasurer; Grace Nell
Underwood and Joy Jackson,
secretaries.
Roll call was answered by
members of classes 1923
through 1969. Mrs. Helen
,Roberts gave a skit and
Tillman Taylor dismissed the
meeting.
In addition to Tennessee,
alumni attended from Florida,
Connecticutt, New Jersey,
Michigan, Georgia, Kentucky,
Indiana, Virginia, Illinois,
Alabama and Pennsylvania.
There were 121 graduates
and 14 teachers present. The
class of 1943, had the most
present with eightiactending..
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Wilson-Elkins Vows Solemnized

The bride's table was draped
An
elegant
candlight and satin streamers. Her only
ceremony for Miss Rita Jane jewelry were diamond earrings with a white lace cloth over
Wilson, daughter of Mr. and and pendant, gifts of the groom. pink. The center piece was a
Mrs. Farrell, sister of the gold candelabrum with a floral
Mrs. Wayne Wilson and Randy
Elkins, son of Mr. and Mrs. bride, was matron of honor. She arrangement of lilac and pink
Andy C. Elkins, performed at wore a floor length gown of lilac daisies, white fugi mums, baby
the Seventh and Poplar Church multi-flower dress of organza. breath and greenery in the
of Christ in Murray on Satur- The dress featured a empire center of the candles. The white
waistline accented with lilac three tiered wedding cake was
day, June 21, at seven p. m.
Brother John Dale, minister satin ribbon tied in front. The decorated with rose buds and a
of the church, read the vows for bodice had a low neckline and winding stairway on the side,
the double ring ceremony elbow length puffed sleeves. She topped with a miniature bride
before a branched illuminated wore a large brim hat with and groom statuette in a love
candelabrum decorated with shoes dyed to match. She seat. Flowers and greenery'
flowers and greenery with two carried a large white football were at the base of the cake. At
spiral candelabra on each side. mum with a touch of lilac baby the other end of the table sat a
Two large floral arrangements 'breath in the center, backed 'Urge crystal punch bowl, also
of white gladioli, lilac mums with lace and long satin ribbon decorated with flowers and
and greenery and the unity streamers. Her only jewelry greenery at the base.
Serving at the reception were
candle
completed
the was rose pendant made of
Mrs. Harold Shoemaker, Mrs.
decoration. After the vows were ivory, gift of the bride.
Miss Tonya Carroll served as Anna Bennett and Mrs. Dickie
said the unity candle was
lighted by the bride and groom. bridesmaid. Her dress and hat Hodge. They wore corsages of
The family pews were marked was identical to that of the white carnations.
by large lilac and white satin honor attendant. Miss Ginger
After the reception, the
bows.
Bennett, niece of the groom, couple left for an unannounced
A program of nuptial music was junior bridesmaid. Her wedding trip. For traveling, the
was presented by a vocalist dress was identical to the other bride wore a two piece blue and
group composed of Mr. and attendnats, She wore a head- white knit pant suit. She was
Mrs. Jerry Bolls, Mr. and Mrs. piece of gaby breath, daisies wearing her mother's corsage.
Kent McCuistion, Ernie Rob and pixie carnations atAacked
Mr. and MIS_ Elkins are now
Bailey, Mrs. Joanne Cavitt and with satin ribbon in back of her living on North 20th Street in
Mrs. Judy Caldwell. Selections hair.
Murray.
The flower girl, Miss Lisa Ann
used were "Sunrise, Sunset,"
Out of tows guests were Mr.
"My Own True Love," Shoemaker, cousin of the bride, and Mrs. Al Farrell and
arrangement of 23rd Psalms wore a floor length white cotton children, Kyle and Stacey of
and the traditional processional dress with multi-color flower of Bolingbrook, Illinois, Mr. and
lilac. The dress was accented at Mrs. Norman Thompson of
arid recessional marches.
Altar candles were lighted by the empire waist line with lilac Florida, and Mrs. Joe Ginn and
Miss Amy Kathryn Thompson
Al Farrell, brother-in-law of the satin ribbon tied in front with daughter,
Shannon,
of
Mr. and Mrs. James F. Thompson of 2010'Coldwater Road, bride, and Dickie Hodge. They long streamers and featuring a Cereulean.
also served as ushers along with wide ruffle at hemline. A flower
Murray, announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
Rehearsal Dinner
Larry Wilson, brother of the arrangement and ribbon was
their daughter, Amy Kathryn, to Gary Luttrell, son of Mr. and
The rehearsal dinner for
also
worn in back of her hair.
bride.
Mrs. Floyd Luttrell,8305 Devonshire Drive, Louisville.
twenty-five persons was held at
is She carried a basket of white
Miss Thompson is a 1973 graduate of Murray State University
the Colonial House, with Mr.
and
Bride's
Dress
lilac
daisies
and babies
with a bachelor of Science degree. She is presently employed by
and Mrs. Andy C. Elkins as
The bride escorted by her breath. Each attendant wore
the University of Kentucky Research Foundation Lexington
hosts. The bridal couple
father, was given in marriage identical pendants as matron of
_Mr. Luttrell Ls a 1975 graduate of the University of IC...vitt1
presented gifts to their at: 0v._-by
,--ber -parents. he -ease-'a
'101thif lEtat!httlor-Of Arts llEthication degree.fls presently emItilicianU alter''tile
formal gown of candlelight lace
Terry Broach served as best
ployed by the Church of Christ in Millington, Tenn.
Prenuptial events were a
and
organza
man
over
bridal
satin,
for the groom. Groomsmen
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, August 23, in the
coffee at the home of Mrs. John
designed and made by her were
Dwight
Valentine, Dale,a miscellaneous shower at
chapel of the Lexington Theological Seminary in Lexington.
mother. The empire style brother-in-law of the groom,
Ellis Community Room, bridal
bodice with a low neckline was and Kim Wilson, brother of the
shower given at Hopkinsville
made of lace and bridal pearls. bride. Kyle Farrell, nephew of
Federal Savings and Loan
The lantern sleeves of lace and bride, was ring bearer.
Community Room, swim party
organza were cuffed with lace
The mother of the bride chose
at pool side of Mrs. Loretta
and trimmed in pearls. The to wear a pint double knit floor
Jobs, and shower at home of
'organza skirt featured lace length dress featuring a vMrs. Bill Fandrich.
appliques scattered over front neckline accented with pink
with pearls placed in center of braid. Thefarrist length sleeves
each one. The hemline was were edged in the braid. Her
FOR TUESDAY.JULY n.1975
encircled with lace. The chapel accessories were pink and
Look in the section in which LIBRA
your birthday comes and find ( Sept. 24 tb Oct. 23) Art length silk illusion veil was white.
edged with lace snatching the
The groom's mother wore a
what your outlook is, according
If you have hee-ifPUtining any
gown. The long veil and floor length aqua and white knit
to the stars.
changes in your home or
shoulder length veil were at- dress. Her accessories were
property, now is a good time to
ARIES
start making them. Family will tached to a Camelot headpiece white. Each mother wore a
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
lace accented with petals and philanopis orchid corsage.
t- Tricky in spots, day will not only approve—but will help. of
Reception
pearls.
demand close attention to SCORPIO
white
quet
of
Following
the ceremony, the
carried
a-bou
She
details, efficient planning and (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nt-e/tiC
'
Friends will be especially roses, fugi mums, stephanotis, bride's parents entertained the
good follow-through. Avoid
helpful now—especially in being star flowers and baby's breath guests with a reception in all the
making rash promises.
backed with candlelight lace all purpose room at the church.
TAURUS
able to supply some much(Apr. 21 to May 21)
needed data. They will also be
The Taurean's obstinacy is able to give you certain oblegendary, but don't get into jective insights which will prove
arguments now—especially invaluable in the future.
with superiors. You'll come out
a loser.
GEMINI
A good day for finalizing
( May 22 to June 21) n*
9
Shut no doors abruptly or agreements. Some unusual
will
you'll regret it. Such action is background activity
provide
the
spark
that
hurries
not like you but, on a challenging day such as this, you matters through more quickly
COULD step out of character. than expected.
.4e
o
444
•
:.:
...
CAPRICORN
CANCER
;:;:;:;:;:•:;:,44.):•:•:•:•:•:•:::
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
(June 22 to July 23)
By MRS. W.P. WILLIAMS
Take nothing for granted now
You are an innately cautious
Every season seems to them and give them too much
person, at times even too and avoid jumping to conconservative, but with the clusions. What seems a cer- bring it's pest and this is the care I read an article a few
unusual offerings likely to come tainty could be otherwise. One time for bag-worms to appear days ago that told us our
your way just now, it would pay more admonition: Don't try to on our evergreens. They seem
potted plants were more like
to prefer firs and spruces and spoiled brats. They were
to be a bit more daring. Let force issues.
But
I
have
related
seen
plants.
yourself go!
pampered and fed so that they
AQUARIUS
them attack many kinds of were a bundle of nerves, ready
LEO
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
shrubs, even roses. But they to wilt at the slightest shock
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Routine and detail work will
Investigate all angles of any probably bore you now, so get can ruin an arbor-vita in one That may be so, for
new proposition offered, but busy on a creative project season to the extent that it will sometimes I cannot account
don't fear the unknown; just get you've had in mind for some lose its needles and be so for a plant suddenly folding up
weakened that it may not its leaves and turning brown I
better acquainted with its time. Influences stimulate
survive the winter.
possibilities—or lack of them. original ideas.
have a palm tree that was
VIRGO
grown from seed I kept it in
There are several things tht
PISCES
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
the house, watering it, feeding
can be used. A spray of
Persistence will be the key to (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
it, when it began dropping its
malathion if used when the
A better day for completing works are first discovered, leaves one at a time. So it has
advancing your personal plans.
Keep trying and friends will old projects than for beginning will help: also copper sulphate
been repotted and now sits
rally 'round and give their new ones. In leisure time, to be used later. But the only
ouside where it takes the sun,
devote yourself to a creative sure method of getting rid of
support.
wind and rain and it is
hobby
growing by leaps and bounds.
them is to pull the bags off by
putting out new fronds every
hand and destroy them'. By
day_ So maybe there is
destroy, I mean to step on
YOU BORN TODAY are one
something to it. However, this
of the most idealistic of all each bag as you pull it off.
dos not mean that you are to
Don't just drop them in the
Cancerians; progressive in
neglect your plants. Simply
garbage, for they can hatch in
your methods and usually far
don't
over-do it.
there.
in
your
ahead of the times
And don't forget, during this
They are among the most
thinking. You would probably
hot, dry weather, cultivate,
be unhappy In the world of insidious little pests we have
water and mulch.
business and commercialisrn and only persistence will do
for you tend to become the trick. Examine the arbor
disillusioned when pursuing vitas, spruces and firs and pull
Luncheon And Guii
strictly material goals. On the off each little bag as it appears
other hand, you,find happiness and you will have no trouble.
Planned At Club
Did you know that the
in directing your lofty ideals—
and ideas--toward the creative. Chickweed that so often
Activities for ladies day at the
Translate them into books, treatens to take over our
Murray Country Club on
musical compositions or images gardens might be an addition Wednesday, July 23, include
on canvas and there is no limit to your diet? That's right. golf atnine a.m. and a luncheon
to the heights you can attain. They say, and by "they", I at noon.
Birthciate of: A. Ashley Cooper, mean the Horticultural
Golf players will be flighted
Society Etulletin, that it can be
Eng. statesman.
by handicap and pairings will
with
water
cooked
and
butter',
Let es welcome pee
be Made at the tee with tie-off
having a slightly nutty flavor_
time
at nine a.m. Mrs. Roval
Mrs. Kathryn Outland
Or it can be chopped and
Phone ?St 30711
CALICO GRAVY
added to a green salad. So if Kain will be golf hostess
Mrs. Maurice Humphrey will
' Perk up a tuna patty or sliced you can't control chickweed.
chicken with Calico Chicken eat it! After all we need to go be chairman for the luncheon to
Gravy: In saucepan, cook two back to nature for our food. So be served at noon. Other
tablespoons chopped green -if any of you try it out, let me hostesses are MesOrnes
pepper in one tablespoon butter know. It is just another' plant Holmes Ellis, Tom Roitvlett.
or margarine until tender. Stir in our flower garden that is Frank Ryan, Allen Russell,
John E. Scott, Billy Wells. Joe
10'1 ounces) edible.
in one can
giTliy and twei—T wonderireveryone has the Bak,r Liitturarr.--marovlitablespoons chopped pimiento. same problem with house Gordon, Willie W. Gilliam.
Heat; stir occasionally. Makes plants that I have. I tend to Kenny Imes, and Tom my
A
INV'
nil Eno fars toad lits
over-feed them, over-water Walker,
V about one cup.
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Guest Editorial

HMRILINE

Sensing The iNews

Cost Of Sugar

By ANTHONY HARRIGAN

Agricultural
House
The
And now that reduced demand
Committee is scheduled to begin has brought the price of sugar
hearings on the question of sugar steadily downward. When prices
legislation—meaning whether go down there isn't much danger
federal price supports should be of windfall profits.
used to prop up the sagging inBut sugar growers, who weren't
dustry.
concerned about the public's
This possibility should strike an welfare when the prices went up
ironic chord in anyone who with dizzying speed, are now
remembers that the nationwide greatly concerned about their own
average price of a five pound bag welfare. And so they're asking for
of sugar last December was $3.14. federal price supports.
During 1974 sugar escalated from
What does that mean?
85 cents for a five pound bag in
It means this—if Congress votes
January to that $3.14 in Decem- _Fite supports. It means that if
-164-.
you don't pay outrageous prices
There was a great deal of talk for sugar in your local market
about windfall profits. And, yttiuste' going to' have to pay
predictably, people cut down on outrageous taxes to support high
sugar consumption. They were sugar prices.
justifiably appalled by the
Should price supports come to
skyrocketing sugar prices and pass, it means that once again the
they reacted in the only way they average citizen gets the shaft.
could—they curtailed their sugar
- Atlanta (Ga.) Journal and
purchases.
Constitution

Executive Vice President

United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: SNUBBING A HERO

HARRIGAN

HEARTLINE
HEARTLINE Is a service for Senior
Citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions
and solve problems - fast. Write to
HEARTLINE, 8514 North Main St.,
-Dayton, Ohio, 45415.

Government selects those it feels can
contribute best to efficient administration
of the Medicare program.
Heartline: Can you please tell me if we
have to pay taxes on our income which is
broken down as follows: Pension $2,295.96,
Savings interest $1,103.66, which combined is a tital of $3,399.62. My husband is
retired and I'm not eligible for Social
Security as my age is 56. We can't understand the forms. C. V.
Answer: If your husband is 65 or older,
you file a joint return and your combined
gross taxable income is less than $3,550,
you-do not have to file. However, if your
- not 65 and his pension is
husband Ts
taxable, you would have to file since your
taxable income excees $2,800.
Heartline: Will Medicare pay for -orthopedic shoes? B. S.
Answer: Yes, if they are connected to a
leg brace.
Heartline: Will Medicare pay for air
conditioners? Mr. J. R.
Answer: Absolutely not. Not under any
circumstances.

planet there are no longer any internal
To believers in freedom and human
dignity, Alexander Solzhenitsyn, the affairs. Communist leaders say: Don't
interfere in our internal affairs. Let us
Russian novelist who was expelled from
the USSR for speaking out against Soviet strangle our own citizens in quiet and
peace. But I tell you: Interfere more and
tyranny, is one of the moral heroes of our
Heartline: My husband is a retired Navy
more, interfere as much as you can. We
time.
man with 22 years service. He is on
It is profoundly dismaying and shocking, beg you to come and interfere."
CHAMPUS. Will CHAMPUS pay for
Mr. Gordon notes that the only trouble
therefore, that President Gerald Ford
prescription drugs? C. P.
snubbed Solzhenitsyn when the great with that dramatic plea is that these days
Answer: Yes, it would be under outwriter and moralist spoke in Washington it is more likely to embarrass our own
patient care. There would be a $50
June 30. According to published reports, government than the Moscow regime. It
deductible you would have to meet and
Mr. Ford was acting on the advice of the reveals, with painful vividness, the fun;'..a2then CHAMPUS
would cover 75 per cent of
National Security Council, headed by Dr. damental hypocrisy underlying our policy —the reasonable
charges.
Henry Kissinger, when he declined an of detente with the Soviet Union: namely,
Heartline: What year did Medicare
invitation to meet and welcome a great that for the sake of a limited-thaw in our
start? Y. M.
fighter for freedom to "the land af the free relations with the Soviets, we are willing to
Answer: Medicare was enacted into law
and the home of the brave."
ignore both the oppressive nature of their
,
on July 30, 1965. It began paying benefits
Mr. Ford's press secretary, in a -lame system and the appeals of its victims.
as of July 1, 1966.
and embarrassing attempt at offering an
Heartline: Are Medicare carriers apMr.
Gordon
adds:
excuse for the snub, said: "It's not clear
"What is even more
pointed, or do these individual insurance
ironic is that detente is actually conwhat ( the President) would gain by a
companies submit bids to handle
tributing to that oppression as both
meeting with Solzhenitsyn." The
Medicare? B. T.
Solzhenitsyn and our own leadership are
President, of course, has time for all sorts
Answer: They submit bids and the
fully aware. According to an article
of sports celebrities. But he hasn't any
published last month in the Christian
time for a man who symbolizes the masses
Science Monitor, detente abroad has been
of Russian people who oppose co
paralleled by an increasing regimentation
but who cannot speak for themisielit
rilsrn
.
of Soviet life at home. The Monitor article
H. C. Gordon, who writes for Human
far aPart.
not only cited intensified harassment of
BOOKS
Events, New Guard and other
Christians, ethnic groups, artists, and
Author Irving Wallace discovered one
publications, makes some points which
ENVIRONMENT
,a•
Mete ehorby tips*. -At a-reeeittp-beneflisayte- lither.- disanientswhy - the KGB-seetirfty
lHeiirY-FleSi be d1d7eiTI
police, but added that this campaign
auction he bought back his contribution of
"Mr. Nessen does have a point. If the
bad air pollution had become til one night
coincides with an official attempt to
last year.
President, urged on by Dr. Kissinger and
From "Have Your Way With he was held up -and all they took were his
the other global realists in the ad- rehabilitate the brutal dictatorship of
cough drops.
ministration, is tommitted to a policy of Josef Stalin."
Bureaucrats" by James H. Boren
The ant that pestered year picnic last
•
--Dr.
KiSsinger;
By
in
S.
C.
"Chilton):
detente—virtually
giving
Van
When
Curon
sake-.41
in
fbr
its
11
own
btu"'
eaucrits summer
doubt
Presidenfrorir
VAN CLTRON
may'arrive again next simmer, -mumble. This is the basic watchword of all
difficult to see what purpose would be advice to snub Solzhenitsyn, apparently
the following summer, and the one after
By S. C. VAN CURON
was worried about offending the senaccountability. In some cases, we have no
experienced bureaucrats in all classes of
served by a meeting between him and
that. Forebearing accidents, the average
FRANKFORT-The vast and almost program managers; no one individual
bureaucracies. When the mumbler •
Solzhenitsyn. Certainly, Mr. Ford would sibilities of Kremlin leaders, which says a
worker
ant Carries on her busy duties for
unweildy Department of Human directly responsible for program success
mumbles with eloquence. few citizens will
have been most uncomfortable had he lot about the curious thinking of Dr.
-about 7 years. A queen ant has an even
Resources will undergo many changes or failure. My first budget will remedy
Kissinger.
, been compelled to sit through Solzhenitchallenge the thrust, whatever the listener
longer life span but she seldom makes a —
next year if Gov. Julian Carroll is re- this. Each program will have someone
It is distressing that Mr. Ford didn't
guesses it to be. Mumbling is an age-old
syn's speech at the Washington Hilton, in
nuisance of herself. Barring accidents, her
elected.
directly in charge who will know he or she
art form that is used by people in all walks
which the distinguished exile spelled out in realize that his first concern should have
life
span varies from 10 to 15 years. (San
Although he didn't say this directly, it is in charge, and will answer for the exbeen
for
the moral sensibilities of the
of life, and it is particularly useful to.
excruciating detail just what it means for
Francisco Chronicle )
was indicated in a four and a half page penditure of public monies and the quality
the thousands of Russian dissidents in American people and of believers in
bureaucrats or nonbureaucrats alike when
Anybody who thinks the automobile
handwritten interview he handed to some and quantity of public services rendered.
they do not wish to be quoted. A mumble
mental hospitals and slave labor camps to freedom everywhere on this planet.
walking doesn't realize how
discourages
members of the press last week. It deals To do this, I will insist that programs are
and a smile can never be quoted.
have the world's greatest democracy Americans will see Mr. Ford's snub of
far away you 'Usually have to park from
mostly with the budget that will be compatible with organizational structure
Solzhenitsyn as evidence that he doesn't
A middleaged author these days is one
appeasing their jailers."
where you want to go. ( Franklin P. Jones(
presented to the 1976 legislative session. rather than overlapping or hazy
who can remember when "Ms." was the
"At one point in his indictment of Soviet fully comprehend a President's respon' In the market for a new home and a taste
Gov. Carroll said in his budget in- descriptions of pure programs. I believe
tyranny,he bluntly declared: 'In our small sibility and opportunity.
abbreviation for "manuscript." ( Sydney
of country living a middle-aged woman
struction to state agencies,"we will apply the budget should be built and executed on
J. Harris)
was shown an old farmhouse. After
a Zero continuation cost to the operating the same programs and structures from
In his teens, John O'Hara made plans to
real-estate
budget." He said this means there will be which agencies operate."
attend Yale University, but the plans listening carefully to the
agent's spiel she said, "You're right. I
"no across-the-board increase in monies
fizzled and he did not go to college at all.
could do a lot with this house." Then she
It is the above paragraph in particular
recommended by the governony
To compensate, the novelist practiced a
added hesitantly, "On the other hand, I
some
strongly
major
that
out
that
points
He emphasized this by saying, "Each
limited deception. He bought a Phi Beta
said the same thing the first time I looked
request for additional funding will be changes are going to be made in the
Kappa key and wore it for all to see. Those
at
my first husband."
Resources.
of
Human
Department
examined on its own merits. Only the most
who took a closer look, however,
Under Gov. Wendell Ford's government
compelling arguments, backed by
discovered that ti did not bear the
ritten By (tars Huddleston
demonstrated need and concrete reorganization plan, Human Resources is
authentic symbols of the honor society, but
documentation, can expect additional the largest and most sweeping in state
the letters N. 0. P. E.
Ky. Farm Bureau Federation
delivery
continuation dollars-and only then on a government and is responsible for
Brief book review: "The covers are too
of a major part of the services delivered to
priority basis."
Market prices of feeder calves, langaa, Record corn plantings could signal lower
--the
people.
Where he-indicated some changes in the
mainstay of Kentucky farm income are feed prices, but dry weather here and
By The .4”,,,Inted Pr's,
When all of these agencies were thrown
wide-ranging Human Resources Departbringing farmers nothing but anguish floods in the upper Midwest, on the other
Today is Monday, July 21,the 201-id day
ment came in this part of his writing about together in one Department it was a sea of
these days, as the gap between prices for hand, could cut into the expected record
of 1975. There are 163 days left in the year.
Parker Motors,Inc., of Murray has been
chaos and to this day is the greatest
the budget:
fed cattle and the smaller feeders con- yield. Also, with feedlots operating at half
Today's highlight in history:
selected
the
nation's
as
one
outstanding
of
"It is my contention that the budgetary problem area in state government.
tinues to widen.
On this date in 1954, France surrendered
of capacity or lower, reduced beef supplies
Ford
and
dealerships
will
receive
Ford
with
came
in
Secretary Les Dawson
process is the key to total management
Kentucky's cow-calf herdsmen could do in the supermarkets are driving retail
North Vietnam to the Communists in an
Motor
Company's
Distinguished
process of state government. It is through Gov. Carroll and has been trying to
little but hope this past month as market prices higher. Feeders may view any
armistice agreement signed at Geneva.
Achievement Award.
unravel
the
tangle.
the review and evaluation phase of the
reporters listed slaughter cattle prices at increase in their numbers on feed as one
On this date:
Mrs. Juna Wilson,age 75, died yesterday
budget that many management issues
over 50 cents a pound for at least two sure way to cut their own throat, by
In 1588, British forces under Sir Francis
at the home of a daughter, Mrs. Wendell
When Carroll said, "in some cases, we
initially are discovei-ed and ultimately have no program manager; no one inweeks at most large markets. This com- bringing the shelf prices back down.
Drake attacked the Spanish Armada in the
Allbritten.
resolved. A principal goal will be to further dividual directly responsible for program
pared with prices at many auction floors
English Channel.
For whatever reason, the feeders
Charles Henry Tuttle of Murray,student
refine the program concept whereby success or failure," he was pointing to
under 20 cents a pound for feeders, who at haven't resumed buying significant
In 1831, Leopold I was proclaimed King
at Clark University, is enrolled in the
budgeting will become the central focus in Human Resources, knowledgable people
400-600 pounds, have much of their growth numbers of calves yet, and Kentucky
of the Belgians after separation of
annual geology field courses conducted in
improving the management of state around here believe.
ahead of them.
cattlemen-or calfmen-see the painfully
Belgium from Holland.
the Wood River Mountains of Wyoming
government.
In 1861, the first major military
each summer by Miami University of
The Department is just too huge for one
Hope for better feeder prices is ironic situation of superhigh supermarket
"The present program budget in the man to ride herd on, and Dawson has been
engagement in the Civil War took place at
Oxford, Ohio.
growing even dimmer, with recent beef prices at a time when their younger
Commonwealth has just completed its first busy trying to delegate authority, a thing
Bull Run in Virginia.
"All three of the large motels on South
projections of a long-term beef surplus stock is hardly worth carrying to the local
year of operation as of this past June 30. that was lacking before he took over the
In 1873, Jesse James staged the first
12th Street were filled to capacity, last
lasting into 1978. Only slight improvement market.
We have found the process to be no
train robbery, holding up the Rock Island
The situation looks so bad, in fact, that
night as they have for most of the time for
Li expected this fall even if falling grain
panacea it was never intended to be. What
Express at Adair, Iowa and escaping with
the past two or three wee," from the
Carroll's people have been investigating
prices convince Midwest feedlot operators some of this state's beef people are wonI want to do with the current budget and studying the situation. There
operated
be
couldn't
feedlots
why
dering
column,
"Seen
&
Heard
Around
Murray"
empty
pens.
to
refill
is a
process is to improve it by strengthening possibility that this
In 1918, in World War I, the Allies retook
here to utilize both calves and grain
by James C. Williams.
huge conglomerate
Calf producers seem to be caught with produced in Kentucky.
what a year's experience has shown to be may be broken down again into some
Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Overbey an- Chateau-Thierry in France as the Gertheir herds way up, at a time when the
some correctable weaknesses.
It seems that cattle can be taken to 800nounce the engagement of their daughter, mans retreated.
separate agencies. At least some changes
feedlot people who would normally be pound weights on grass, then fed grain for
"What our year of experience shows has are going to be made so services can be
In 1930, the U.S. Veterans AdJudy, to Donald Oliver, son of Mr. and
buying the calves, are waiting on some the additional 200-400 pounds before
been missing in the present system is delivered efficiently to the people.
ministration was established.
Mrs. William E. Oliver.
sure signs of what the future holds.
marketing for- slaughter. Such finishing
Ten years ago: U.S. Ambassador at
normally assures the meat will grade
Large W. Averell Harriman was conchoice, a designation that has been worth
ferring with Soviet leaders in Moscow, atmore than a half-dollar a pound in recent
Road contracts have been awarded to tempting to improve U-S-Soviet relations
weeks.
McDade and McDade of Fulton for paving despite hostility over Vietnam.
Another option could be to take the
Five years ago: Israel denied a charge
of three roads in Calloway County-Penny,
calves to slaughter weight on grass,
by Egypt that 20,000 Americans were serNew Providence, and Pine Bluff.
without resorting to a finish diet of grain,
ving in the Israeli armed forces.
Prof. E. B. Howton, Prof. Esco Gunter,
and shoot for the new leaner beef market.
One year ago: Fighting raged on Cyprus
and Ray Brownfield spoke at tik annual
Grass-fed cattle won't make the choice
meeting of the Soil and Water Resources for the second day following an invasion by
By F.J.L. Blassiligame, M D
market, but if sales of the "lean and
Area of Kentucky held at the Murray State Turkey. But the U.S. announced that a
BLASINGAME
thrifty" beef climb markedly, its an
cease-fire had been arranged.
College Farm on July 20.
alternative for beleaguered cow-calf
Mrs.
Today's birthdays: Violinist Isaac Stern
Lula
Risenhoover
of
Murray
was
According to recent studies, ing the ill-effects of alcohol, com- of the difference in mortality. Harvard researchers show that producers to consider.
awarded a Sterling Silver honor enblem by is 55 years old. Former Treasury
the moderaae drinker of plete abstinence logically would However,such additional factors a person inhales in an hour the
Whether the answer for Kentucky's beef
The Reader's Digest in recognition of Secretary David Kennedy is 70.
alcoholic beverages outlives the lead to a longer life.
as lifestyle, social class and The nicotine equivalent to leas than industry lies in local feedlcas, in the grassoutstanding
Thought for today: If you think you're
service as a subscription
This aspect of alcohol and use of tobacco (heavy drinkers 1/100 of that derived from smokheavy drinker and the teetotaler,
fed market, or some other option, cattle
too old for growing pains, try gardening -j
representative.
the latter constituting about 30 longevity was studied by Robin tend to be heavy smokers) have ing an average filter cigarette
experts are offering little hope for a
anonymous.
Births reported include a boy, Barry
,Wood and Nancy Day of the important effects on death rates.
per cent of the population.
Mitchell, to Mr. and Mrs. James Douglas
Bicentennial footnote: It was 200 years
Q. Mrs. R. N. wants to know speedy return to a profitable feeder calf
In other words, "another little School of Public Health at the
Anstie, a British physician. set
Harrison, July 15.
ago today that the Continental Congress in
drink" may be tragic for sorne University at Berkeley. They limits of alcoholic use that the when being overweight becomes market.
Already weather-damaged pastures and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Perry announce the
Philadelphia resolved itself into a Combut safe for the majority if the surveyed the drinking habits of authors felt to be safe. One and a health problem.
A. Consult a table which gives reduced hay yield portend the possibility
engagement of their daughter, Betty Jane, mittee of the Whole, and Benjamin
6,000 people over periods rang- one-half ounces of absolute
intake of alcohol is limited.
to Kenneth Dale Cremer, son of Mrs. Franklin offered his Articles of ConCongressman Wilbur Mills ing from four to 11 years
-alcohol a day (three ounces of normal weight levels. They vary of a market overrun of cattle this fall.
Bertha Cremer.
'..-According
Arkarsakkeeps
federation and Perpetual Union.
repeating,
to
a
report
in
from
Whiskey. half a bottle of wine, or with age,sex, and height. Weight Herds on most farms are larger than
normal, and farmers may have to go to
"One drink inoo many, and a Science News tWice as many four glasses of beer). Preferably. that is 5 per cent above,or below
market with large numbers, it they have
thousand are not enough." This abstainers as moddrate drinkers alcohol should be taken with ideal weight needs no attention
is true for millions who cannot died -during the period of the fond, and whiskey should be If you are 10 per cent over- insufficient feed at summer's end.
weight, recognize' the problem
An agricultural economist, when asked
study, while three times as many adiluted to Icssen irritation.
handle alcohol.
and try to reduce your weight recently about what advice he has for beef
Alcohol is toxic. Its abuse leads heavy drinkers died. Moderate
to km of life due to drunken dri- drinkers used alcohol once a day
Q: Mrs. 5. S. asks if the smoke gradually rp normal at the rate growers, mentioned the proverbial rock
The Murray lidger S riTeS is Aubloshed
carriers S2 25 per month payable in advance
vers, fights--and suicibles. In or I.and heavy drinkers Con- inijaled in a roonawhen. others of one-half to one pound per and a hard place, then cautioned against nyery afternoon •xcept Sundays. July di ChristBy moil in Calloway County and to Benton Moe
some, the liver and brain aimed five drinks at least four aril'P smoking cigarettes is week by eating less of all foods
over-reacting to changing market con, mas Day New Year, Day and 1har2Ttsgtivtrtg
din Mayfield Sedalia and Farmington. Ky and
Murray Newspapers. 'Inc
If you are 15 per cent over
103 N 4th St
become impaired so that body times a week. Men and women harmful to health.
ditions.
Parrs Suchanars and Purystor Tenn 311 50 per
-.swat .14-rowei4 44
,
"Things are bad now, but a big run to the
and mind deteriorate, often, per- seem to follow the same pattern.
e4hee-delnkmatniv'ts---440
A: The prevailing opinion is. weight_ be concerned. Should
Second
Class
Postage Paid at Murray. Ky
year
The 'authors admit that their that the inhalation tii smoke in a you b 20 per cent overweight. it
Mating the person to slip into a
market would be worse. It sounds awful, 41071
(
Mambo!. of Associated Press. KonTweliy Press
hapless state Many cases of sample of subjects in this study is room where others are smoking is a significant health hazard
but about the best a beef farmer can hope
7
.matsocfation and Southern. NewsISTITTLer
not sufficient to link drinking is principally a matter of dis and deserves serious ftlfent mn
-- alcoholism-end in death.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
for in ithe near future is to minimize his
Pub/fshers Association
61
With so many milliooh suffer- patterns as the total explanation comfort Recent testa done lw
losses." '
•
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Rashes & refreshes without
water, soap, or towel.. .

WASH 'N DRI
DISPOSABLE

.TQULETTES

19MBIES
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Value to $1.99
nattering waltz length
galls or baby doll
pajamas is beautiful
pastel colors. MatMee
wash and dry. Regular or
extra sizes.
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2.96
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'PRICE

----- ensational---Selection of Styles,
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'.Die moist
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box of 22 and get 4 towelettes fret

Kimbies
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Daytime 30's
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4•6 cup cleans the

22-Fluid Ounces
ERA_LIQUID
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REG.
1.21

Boxes of 30 Daytime Kimbies
with safety tapes that let you adios' waist and log size tor a snug
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dryer and happier all day long.

DRESSES
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32-11. oz Era liquid detergent that
out powers the powders. 'A cup
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Sturdy construction for years
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Outstanding selection of Girls' Dresses in a bounty of
styles and fabrics. Select from six styles in sizes 3 to 6X,
six styles in sizes 4 to 6X, and five styles sizes 7 to
14. Lay-Away now for Back-To-School.
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DOUBLE
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Anti-Perspirant
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PRICE
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stain free, and odor tree. Regular
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Allbritton Wins Oaks Tournament
Nicky Ryan Steals Show By Firing
Blazing 68 To Take First Flight
finished second to Allbrittqn. Allbritton all landed within five
Instead, another Mayfield feet of each other and all were
golfer was right behind hindered by the small trees in
Allbritton. He was Bill Hale who the fairway.
had rounds of 73-74 to finish with
Allbritton blasted out safely
a 147 and two strokes off the from behind a small tree and
winning pace.
went oa to par the hole and
Young had a 73 Saturday but capture the victory.
faded with a 75 Sunday and took
"I sank a few big putts that
third place on a scorecard really helped," Allbritton said.
match with Hood who shot
But it was his driving that
himself out of competition made the game.
Sunday by posting a 77.
"Yep, I tried to outdrive
A consistent Homer Branch everybody," Allbritton said. He
shot rounds of 75-75 for a 150 and did too.
took fifth while Hoot Gibson of
Like Ryan, Allbritton is only
Mayfield and Jerry Caldwell of an occasional golfer.
the Oaks both shot 151's.
"I work all day and don't get a
Caldwell was just one stroke chance to play but a couple of
back after Saturclay's_play.with times during the week."
a 72 but ballooned to a 79 Sun- Allbritton said. It certainly
day.
wasn't a bad showing for a
It was the typical Oaks In- couple-of-times a week player.
vitational. It rained.
In the second flight, a former
And the hard rain that fell Murray golfer, Doug Willoughearly Sunday morning left its by, won the title with a 159,
mark on the course. Ryan was edging Jerry Hopkins of
OAKS WINNEKS-111Mn IA the Oaks Invitational are from left to rights keen Arittea, championship flight; Why Ryon, first flight;
the only golfer to break par. Murray by three strokes.
Doug Willoughby, mewlflight; Ronnie Danner, third flight; Bert Colonise,fourth flight and Dale Nonce,fifth flight.
Allbritton and Hale both had Willoughby now lives in Fulton.
(Staff Plietos by Mike Brandon)
74's Sunday and that was the
Ronnie Danner of Murray had
next best scores.
a 162to win the third flight while
The course played extremely Bert Coleman of Murray, a
long and the pin placements member of the Oaks Club, won
were very difficult.
the fourth flight. The title in the
Steady is probably the best fifth flight was won on a playoff
word to sum up Allbritton's with Dale Nance of Murray
play,- Whenever the going got coming out on top.
ugh._Albritton got...404a— There iga.e.athIaLofJ2.9
Anytime anyone would cut into golfers entered in the annual
his lead, Allbritton would come tournament.
The first annual Park League He has given up just 18 hits, will be catching and batting innings. He's hitting .462 for the
up with a pressure shot.
All-Star game will be played second only to Jimmy West's-17. leadoff. He has 17 hits in 27 season.
"He made the turn Sunday in 36
He'll be batting sixth for the
between the East and West at 6
and held' " three-stroke lead
Finishing up for the West will times to the plate for a .633
p.m. Wednesday.
over Young,Caldwell and Hood,
be hard-throwing righthander average. He has five doubles West A/1-Stars:"
Kevin Crawford of the Cards
all of whom were in the same
Today, the West team will be Harry Weatherly of the Tigers and 16 runs batted in this
is probably the smallest player
featured and in Tuesyl,ay's who leads the league with 79- tseason.
foursome with Allbritton.
Only once was Allbritton
Murray Ledger & Times, the strikeouts in 32 innings. He has Harry Weatherly of the on the West team. But he's
really in trouble. He had a
East team will be covered.
a 1-5 record. He has given up 35 Tigers has 21-36 at the plate for blasting away this season with a
Jeff Downey of the Yankees hits in 32 innings which has a mark of .584. He is second in .433 average on 13-30. He has 11
double bogey on the lake hole, The Astros and the Dodgers
'number 10, and followed with a picked up wins in the final Pony will start on the mound for the caused him some problems in the league with homers, having RBI's this summer which ranks
him 10th in that department.
bogey on 11. But after that, he League action of the season West. He had a 4-0 record in the won-loss column.
blasted four this summer. He
settled down and began out- Saturday night.
regular season play. He had 43
The three pitchers have has 22 runs batted in. Weatherly He'll play in the llst three innings for the West.
In the opener, the Astros strikeouts in just 22 innings. His combined for a total of 192
driving everyone and outputting
will bat cleanup.
Dennis Thurmond of the
pounded the Mets 12-4.
most impressive win Was a one- strikeouts in 84 innings while
everyone.
Craig Rogers got the win for hitter against the Twins and in giving up a total of 64 hits.
Allbritton recorded birds on
Jeff Downey of the Yanks will Astros will be starting in the
the 14th and 16th holes, the Astros as he pitched the that game, he fanned 13 batters.
Here is a capsule summary of start on the mound. He's hitting outfield. He has a .430 average
He has pitched steady the hitting attack for the West: .552 on 16-29 this summer. He but even more important is his
regaining two of the strokes he distance and struck out 10 while
walking fio. For the Astros, baseball all summer in leading
lost earlier.
Kelly Calvin of .the Cards is has three homers and 23 RBI's, ability to get on base. He has
The 17th hole was -one of the Thomas Kendall, John Denhazt the 'Yankees to the league title going for the triple crown. Re the latter mark placing him walked 18 times this season.
Marty Hutson of the Tigers
and a 10-2 record to date.
wildest ones ever played in the and Rogers all hit safely.
has 31 hits in 38 at bats and third in the league. Downey will
will start in center. He has a .428
For the Mets, Mickey Spann.
Working the middle two in- leads the league with an .816 bat fifth.
tournament_ Caldwell's tee shot
average and has four doubles
wound up in the short line of Randy Garland and Bradley nings will be Kelly Calvin of the average. He is the league leader
Cards. Calvin has compiled a 5- in homers with nine, RBI's with
Dave Whitten of the Cards is and two triples on the season.
trees to the left of the fairway. Wells all had a hit apiece.
Mickey Daniel of the Astros is
In the second contest, Kim 1 record and his only loss was to 41 and doubles with nine. He will the only player in the league to
•He turned his club around
backwards,shot lefthanded and Sims fanned 13 but needed relief the Cubs when he struck out 14 pitch and play shortstop while have six hits in one game. He's hitting .406 for the summer and
batting .513 with 20-39. He will has 12 RBI's. He will be playing
from 70 yards out, put the ball help from Fred Kemp as the of the 15 batters and gave up batting third for the West.
Dodgers nipped the Phils 9-8. just one hit. He pitched a nobe starting in left and batting in the outfield during the final
Eric
within
15
feet
Blair
of
of
the
pin.
the
Tigers
will
A WAY OUT SOMEWHERE -kern A Hbritton of Mayfield ran into a
Marty Guthrie, Sims,. Alan hitter against the Cubs and has be playing second. He's batting seventh. He ranks fifth in the three innings for the West.
Meanwyle,
Young's
second
linly! trouble on the final hole in the Oaks Invitational Sunday.
The final player on the squad
shot went over the high-banked Gibbs, Tim Berkley, Guy Furr had a one-hitter against the .636 and that puts him the third- league in total hits, fourth in
However, Allbritton was able to get out from behind the trees and
green and landed down by the and Jimmy Cochran all hit Tigers.
leading hitter on the All-Star doubtes and seventh in RBI's!: is. Kevin Richersan of the
went on to par the hole and claim the title in the championship
He has worked 30 innings and team. He has 21 hits this season, Rod Key of the Yanks will Astros. He is hitting .385 this
creek. Young blasted a six-iron safely for the winning Dodgers.
flight.
Kenneth McCuiston, Dan has struck out 70 batters, fourth in the league. He will hit start at third base for the West. summer and can double as in
from about. 35 yards behind the
(Staff Photos by Mike &endow)
Rogers and Robert Herndon placing him behind Harry second for the West.
He rolled up a 3-0 record on the infielder or outfielder. He'll be
pin and straight up.
Weatherly and James Kendall.
Roger Dunn of the Yankees mound with 36 strikeouts in 17 playing the final three innings
The ball crashed into the pin had the hits for the Phils.
for the West.
and rolled 18 inches away where
Coaches of each team are
Young got his par. Allbritton
. TENNIS .
selected by the standings of
was on the fringe in two and had
HILVERSUM, The Nethereach team making up the
about 70 feet for a bird. His putt lands - Guillermo Vitas of ArEastern and Western divisions.
just missed by two inches. gentina collected the first prize
The game Wednesday will be
of $9,000 in winning the Dutch
foursome
in
the
Everyone
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP)
Forward Pass, Northern
played under Little League
Open Tennis Championship
Horse owners or their represen- Dancer and Majestic Prince parred the tough hole.
rules. Pitchers may work only
with a 6-4, 6-7, 6-2, 6-3 victory
only
Hood
the
final
hole,
On
tatives from 14 states and Can- are other Derby winners to be
two innings. Each player
escaped without a tough second over Yugoslavian Zeljko Franuada gathered at Keeneland to- represented at the sale.
selected to the team has to play
and
lovic.
Caldwell,
Young
shot.
day to sell 364 thoroughbred
Dancer's Image, disqualified
three innings.
The long ball was the story in
In the fourth, Bayless came Both were scored on errors.
yearlings in the annual summer as the winner of the 1968 DerPlayers were selected by a
Holland Stadium Saturday up with the bases loaded and Murray's final run scored in panel of coaches representing
sale - the -biggest gamble" in by, also will be represented.
night as the Murray American promptly responded by hitting a the eighth as Tony Thurmond each team in the Park League.
the horse racing business.
Also in the ring will be a
Legion evened its season record shot far up into the bleachers in picked up an RBI with a single. Teams representing the West
The sale was scheduled to chestnut full sister to Dahlia
Hugh Nickell
91-82-473
tHAMPIOMMIP MCAT
8448-173 by thumping Union City.
71-74-145 Mike Morgan
leftcenter. It was the seventh The win leaves the Legion will be the Astros, Yanks, Cards
continue through Tuesday one of three fillies and mares Kern Allbritton
8748-173
73-74--147 Carl Hamm
Bill Hale
Murray had two tape homer of the season for with an 11-11 record for the and Tigers. The West team will
night.
in history to win more than $1 Wally
191407-174
73-75-148 Jimmy Don Peck
Young
79-95-174 measure shots in the contest as Bayless, who two weeks ago hit season.
71-77-148 Jerry Stepenson
Torkgaldwell, who owns a million. Nelson Bunker Hunt's Norman Hood
be the visitor!, Wednesday
05-96-- 175
75-75--150 Ed O'Dell
Branch
two tape measure jobs out of At 7 p. m. Tuesday, Murray night.
salesl.ompany in Ontario, Ca- Bluegrass Farm Is offering the Homer
*2-94-176 they ripped Union City 11-2.
72-79-151 Ted Kinsey
Jerry Caldwell
will be playing in the District
6541 176
Lindsey Hudspeth and Tony Brooks Stadium in Paducah.
lif., is the new auctioneer. He filly by Vaguely Noble-Charm- Sonny Gibson
74-77-151 Sam Spiceland
89-89 178 Bayless crashed the homers for
74-77-151 Joe Emerson
Lennie Lancaster
Tournament
at
Brooks
Union
City
scored
its
only
two
succeeds George Swinebroad, ing Alibi.
88-91 179
Roy Cothran
76-77-153 James Parker
85-9S 180 Murray. HucLspeth's towering runs of the game in the fifth. Stadium. It will be a double
74-79-453 Paul Henderson
who died recently after heart
Keeneland's July sale of Steve Barger
7441-155 Oa oche Hoagland
88-100 188 drive was a three-run shot in the
Buckingham
elimination tourney.
yearlings, in the past 31 years, David
surgery.
76-79-155
Mike Holton
Murray will go up against the
third while Bayless' homerun
79-77-156 Ronnie Danner PIM fliC0111
More colts are for sale than has included 27 national cham- Bob Brown
11-8180-76-156 Charles Hamlin
Dcin Frizzell
fourth.
winner
of tonight's contest
grandslam
in
the
a
was
fillies. The catalog lists 204 pions, six Kentucky Derby win- Cameron
iss-ao65
7740L157
love
Story
*5-81—U
between Mayfield and Paducah.
Mark Miller pitched four
ners and more than 240 winners lee Stewart
83-75--158 Greg
colts and 160 fillies.
Hugh
Wright
W-11370
81-77-158 Terry Henderson
Cothran
awn,
Each of the 15 leading North of more than $100,000 each at Don
83-89- 72 shutout innings and gave up
76-83-- 159 Dick Orr
Bobby Fine
ab r
8615- 74 three hits while fanning four
In
a
Kentucky
75-86-161 Bob
League
contest
American sires of 1974 will be the races.
Dick Brown
McDougal-lb
3 2 1
Giles
84-91- 75
FIIII7 114117
August 9
Schroader-lb
1
0
up
the
win.
in
picking
Last
year,
320
yearlings
sold
batters
played
Friday, the Yanks
represented by at least one
Carl Ford
8749- 76
76-68-146 Clayton
Nicky Ryan
p
3 1
Hargrove
*9-88-77 Lindy Sinter pitched two in- knocked off the first place Nats Siuter-3b,
County
yearling. The nation's top sire, for $17.1 million, with gross J. P Parker
76-78---154 Gayle McGregor
Calloway
Cruse-p
2
0
MAO 78
Pal Howard
7441-155 William Boatwright
Dowdy -If
4 2 3
T. V. Lark, has four colts and receipts second only to the $19.8 Jimmy
Fair Grounds
86-93 79 nings and gave up two unearned 4-3.
Lamb
77-79-156 Greg Glover
Bayless-cf
4 2 3
86-93 79 runs. Greg Cruse pitched three
million for 350 head in 1973.
The Nats led 3-2 going into the Walton-cf
six fillies in the sale.
Mickey BC,q{CeSS
77-79-156 Rob Miller
1
9148- 79
Bob Berry
79-79-1M Jim Wilson
Hudspeth-rf
4 2
didn't
allow
any
and
innings
bottom
The highest price for a yearl- Jere
of
the
Among the colts are two from
third
when
the
918980
Stripling
79-80--159 Bruce Hobbs
1
92-90 82
or hits as he fanned six. Yanks scored twice to win. Tom Thurmond-rf
the first crop of Kentucky Der- ing was set at last year's sale Don Darnell
7941-160 R. B. Morgan
McCuistort-2b
3
86-96 82 runs
Al Jones
79-81 160 George Gallagher
Musgrow-2b
Gearheart
2
by and Preakness winner Cano- when Gold Digger brought Graves
walked
and
scored
92-91
83
Murray scored a single tally
Morns
80-80 160 Bob Dunn
3 1
96-89 85
when winning pitcher Grady Chavis-c
$625,000.
nero II.
Chad Stewart
78-83 161 Cary C'reason
bottom
of
the
the
first
to
take
in
3
0
89-98 r
83-78-161 Vernon Cohoon
1 0
96-92 88 the lead. Bo McDougal led off Bostick tripled. Bostick brought Winchester-3b
Kevin D'Angelo
82-80 162 Butch Blakely
All 4-Wheel Drive
Duke-ss
2 0
94-95 89 the contest with a double and in the tie-breaking run when he
Danny Hamm
83-79 162 Leon Hall
Fails Exam
Futrell-ss
2 0 1
94-96 92
Vehicles
Welcome
Wilburn Sins
79-85 164 Merton Wolfe
Totals
39 II 13
96-10G 98 scored when Bayless ripped a stole home.
Purelomlovett
8342 165 Tony Mc Alain
Union nil,
000 020 000 2-3-5
99-100- 99 two-out single.
AP) - Rex Bob Rorke
BUFFALO
Mike
Gough
12-83 165
had
a
solo
homer
Murra‘
103 600 015 11-13-2
Barry Tram
86-80 166 Bert l'Pleman FOURTII RIGHT
Kern, the former Ohio State Greg
83-88 71
In the third inning, Craig in the first inning for the Nats
Howard
8641 -167 Charles
Ha
iley
90-82 72 Dowdy continued his hot hitting while Grady Bostick hit a two
quarterback who was picked up Dirk Harvey
84-86--170
Cowan
82-86-170 Stanley Boyd
89-84 173
as a free agent by the Buffalo Cliff
Bin Birch
86-64 170 Ted Lawson
_89-86 175 as the former Calloway County run homer in the 'first for the
Bills last season, failed his Don Robinson
e-Nto 177 Laker knocked a single. Yanks.
67_1171 Rill Bogard
Bill laird
172 Ruddy Light
_62,91 -178
physical examination Sunday Jack
For (he Nats, Gough, Barry
by William M. Boyd
Charles Caldwell
Bradley
81144-- 172
9148. 179 'Rayless, who played for Murray
and announced his retirement Larry Hamm
11647 -173 Monty Newcombe
9247 179 Pligh last spring, slammed a Lee, David Story 1 and Mike
Tom
Burt
the first coins of the
Among
Larry
Robinson
9143174
92-96
188
from professional football.
Pearson all hit safely. For the
lArry Work
9045-175 Cloys Henderson
91-99-190 hard single.
Western
World were those made
"I'm going to get out now beThomas
Jones
Yanks,
SKOND Ft IGIIT
Grady Bostick had a
89-102 191
That brought up Hudspeth
Willoughby
in Lydia (now Western Turkey)
10-79--ISO GlynnCrordon
91-100 191
fore I end up in.a wheelchair," Doug
pair
of
hits
while
Gearheart
and
Hudspeth
nearly
brought
up
Jerry Hopkins
80-82-162 James Pritchard
95-99 194 and
about 640 B. C. They Were not
said Kern, whose first three Chuck Mitchell
78-$4---163 Charles Clay
94-102 1% the rain.) His homerun left no Lindarier hit safely.
Mitch
_
harper
Jerry
Austin
considered a great invention . .
7717-164
95-102
197 doubt, as soon as it was hit it
seasons in tl?e National Foot- Ken Barrett
Ford
Greer
111-83-484
96-161 199
merely a convenient means to
ball League were with the Bal- Tommy Hamlin
.
80-86 166. C. D. Mlller
190105 205 had everyone oohing and
GOLF
Walker
facilitate
trade.
8383 1% Jerry English
96-112 210 ahhing.
timore Colts, but had under- Max
SUTTON, Mass. - Roger
rink FlIGINT
Mark Blankenship
64-62 186
Our checking accounts are a convenient means of paying
gone two disc operbitions, the Greg Hite
9 6344- 167 Dale Nance
82-94 176 , The ball was probably the Maltbie carded a final round
Joe Warren
bills by mail and making purchases without having to carry
8.4-44-168 0. H Hutson
90-86 176
last this summer-in Columbus, lArry
Qn tar
87-91 178 highest homerun ever hit in five-under-par 66 to scored a
Mullins
8544-169 Billy (.'rouse
ca4i. May we open
for you/
'
Ohio.
Billy Brandon
Yancy Watkins
92-86
one-stroke
victory
over
Mac
*744-170
11
Holland
Stadium.
It
landed
insurance.
Mrtrixti Story 047 -172 Jerry Tolleson- 9342-165 acralss the parking jot in right McLendon in the $200,000 Pleas- Kern 'played in eight 'Ms' Lee
Hook
97-93 190
83-89 172 Jerry Key
PEOPLE il,BANK
Ronnie Ross
Joe Ripley
games last season, inclu4ina...KAdieellees
ant Valley Classic4his second
96-94 1% field.
*2-19-172
Member FDIC
Bob
l.amastus
rk
s
Rudell
18644-172
95-96
It UR RAT
191
KT.
'the 1974 playoff.loss to the NFL Robert D141,
2101. Moe
That blast left Murray with a consectutive victory on the pro-9645
191
8547 172 1 John Cilildress
75
chanipioq Pittsburgh Steelers, Ri k
golf tour.
Miens 753-04
90-83 173 Junior Garrison
97-99 Cr, 4-0 lead.
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Writer

and finished with a 145 to win
the championship flight. But it
was Ryan who stole the show.
The Ryans were literally
Ryan once won the club
tearing up the Oaks Country tournament at the Oaks but that
Club.
was six years ago and since that
Earlier this week, Betty Ryan - time, he's been playing very
ran over the mailbox at the club little golf. But he'll probably be
and tore it down. Sunday af- playing a lot more now.
ternoon, Nicky Ryan tore apart
Ryan had only one bogey
the golf course as he blistered while knocking in five birdies in
the final round of the Oaks recording one of the best rounds
Invitational with a 68 to win the ever shot in the Oaks Infirst flight.
vitational. He was just two
Ryan's hot round over- strokes off the best rounds ever
shadowed everyone Sunday, shot in the Oaks Invitational. He
including newcomer Kern was just two strokes off the
Allbritton of Mayfield who won record of 66 set in :973 when
the championship flight.
Wally Young won the title witha
Allbritton a 23-year-old record 135.
golfer from Mayfield and
"I didn't three-putt any
playing in his first Oaks In- greens," Ryan said.
vitational, shared the lead after
-It was the best round I ever
the first round with Norman had in my life."
Hood of Murray. Both golfers
His round was so good that if
shot 71's.
he had been in the chamAllbritton had a 74 Sunday pionship flight, he would have
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Maltbie Comes Back To
Win At Pleasant Valley

Outland, Jackson And
Burke Capture Titles
Kathy Outland, Robyn Burke
and Candy Jackson all won
championships Sunday afternoon in the Paducah SunDemocrat Juniors Tennis
Tournament.
Outland, seeded first in the
girl's 16-year-old singles, zipped
through her matches. She won
6-0 and 6-0 over Susan Strom of
Cape Girardeau in her quarterfinals match.
In the semifinals, Outland
won 6-1 and 6-2 over Lynn
Bizzell, also of Cape.
It was a battle between two
Murray players in the finals,
Mary Smock and Outland.
Smock won her first round
match over Susan Driumn of
Sikeston on a default and in the
semis had beaten Penny Rust of
Cape 6-1 and 6-3. In the finals,
Outland won 6-3 and 6-4 over
Smock,
Outland and Smock combined
to win the doubles in the 16
division, defeating Robyn
Burke and Candy Jackson 7-6
and 6-3.
Burke won her quarterfinal

match in the 14 singles by
defeating Julie Hanna of Cairo
6-1 and 6-0. In the finals, Burke
dumped top-seeded April
Horning of Harrisburg, Ill., 6-4
and 6-3.
Jackson won her semifinal
match over Micki Keeling of
Paducah in shutout sets. In the
finals of the 12 singles, she
ripped Missey Matthews of
-Sikeston 6-1 and 6-0.
In the boy's action, Kim
Trevathae won two matches in
the 18 singles before finally
being ousted. Trevathan won 6-0
and 6-1 over Tony Clark of
Paducah in the first round.
The second round found
Trevathan winning 6-1 and 6-0
over Joe Kaufmann of Paducah.
In the quarters, Trevathan fell
6-1 and 6-2 to David Carter of
Hopkinsville. Carter has just
moved to Hopkinaville from
New Mexico.
Jeff Leeper of Paducah won
the championship in the 18
singles as he downed Mark
Taylor of Paducah 6-3 and 6-1 in
the title match.

By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
SUTTON, Mass. (API There was a little doubt - just
the shadow of suspicion - in
Roger Maltbie's mind after
he'd won a golf tournament last
week.
"When you win your first
tournament," the square-jawed,
24-year-old rookie said, you
wonder if maybe it was an accident, if you'll ever win
again.",-

In the 16 singles, Raymond
Sims of Murray reached the
semifinals
before
being
eliminated. Sims has been
playing tennis for only a year.
Sims won his first round
Match over Mike Blanton of
Sikeston 6-1 and 6-0. In the
second round, he ousted Chris
Matthews of Sikeston 6-2 and 63. In the quarters, Sims won 6-2
and 6-0 over Joel Montgomery
of Sikeston.
Sims lost in split sets in the
semifinals. He fell 6-3, 3-6 and 63 to Arthur Anderson of
Hopkinsville. Anderson went on
GOING FOR THE GRIEN-Nenuom Hood of Murray tees off on Hai par-thrte eightb bele at the Oaks Into win the championship in the
16 division.
vitational. Hood had a shore of the lead after the first round Saturday but fell out of contention Sunday.
In the 14 singles, Ashley Watching at the left is local golf fon and retired Murray State political science professor Auburn Wells.
Smock won two matches before
(Stuff Pbotos by Mike aramiss)
being eliminated. He won his
first match by ripping Mark
Heartling of Cape 6-2 and 6-1. In
the quarterfinals, he won 64
and 6-3 over Palmer James of
Paducah.
Smock lost in the semifinals 62 and 6-0 to David Rudd of
Paducah. Rudd went on to
claim the title.

Standings
By The Associated Press
National League
Eavvst
L Pd.
Pittsburgh
58 34 .624
Philphia
53 40 .570
46 43 .517
NewYork
45 46 .495
St. Louis
43 51 .457
Chicago
Montreal
38 SO .432

Modem)

(MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES)
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Hartman Disqualified Because
Gas Tank On Car Was Too Large

Cards
player
it he's
with a
has 11
ranks
tment.
ree in-

By JERRY GARRETT . in a Chevrolet.
AP Sports Writer
Ryan, a 37-year-old newIt was a good day, almost a comer to the USAC ranks,
/ great one, for Roger Penske. loaded up his Chevrolet and left
As,far as Butch Hartman was the speedway Sunday, happily
-Concerned, though, he'd rather thinking he had finished second
not talk about it.
to Hartman and had picked up
Penske had two McLarens $4,441 in the process,
entered in•the Indianapolis car
"We've chased Butch all seaportion of the $100,000 twin 200- son, but we've been unable to
mile races Sunday at Michigan get ahead of him so far,- Ryan
International Speedway, which said, unaware that he was the
he also owns. He had a highly *inner and owner of the $6,298
competitive Matador in the 200- check that went with top honors.
mile United States Auto Club
Foyt won the pole position for
stock car half of the doubleboth races, splitting his duties
header.
between his low-slung Coyote
And in the stands were a
and a Chevrolet. But his bid to
record 52,000 paying customers.
sweep both programs ended
The Matador finished second
when the Chevy dropped a
with veteran Bobby Allison at
valve en lap 50.
the wheel and young Tom
Foyt, with the 3.5 second vicSneva ran a strong second in
tory margin over Sneva, pockone of the McLarens behind
eted $15,750 dollars. He left imA.J. Foyt.
-mediately after the races for a
Hartman finished first in the
- chartered jet that took him to
stock car event, but the fourHouston to visit his daughter
time USAC stock king was disTerry Lynn, who is seriously
qualified when his Dodge was
found to have a 24.2 gallon gas
Gorsclon Johncock had battled
tank, two gallons over the legal
with Foyt- and Sneva for the
limit.
That gave unheralded Terry lead most of the way, but he
Ryan, who had finished 23.8 dropped out with a broken enseconds behind Hartman, his gine 10 laps before the finish.
The only other race leader was
first victory ever.
In other racing Sunday, Cale Mike Mosley, who was uninYarborough repeated as winner jured when his car spun into
in the Nashville 420 and second the wall.
Finishing behind Foyt and
place Richard Petty moved to
within $6,400 of $2 million in ca- Sneva were Billie Vukovich,
Pancho Carter - both of whom
reer NASCAR winnings.
Yarborough's Chevrolet took ran out of fuel as the race endan easy victory, despite a spin- ed - and Bobby Unser.
Unser was third in the stock
ning tangle with David Sisco
earlier in the race. Behind Pet- car race, followed by Jigger
ty's Dodge were Dave Marcis Sirois and Ramo Stott.
In
Silverstone, England,
in a Dodge and Benny Parsons
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'MAW YOU REALLY RATHER HAVE
A BIG VILLA APARTMENT AT

DAYTONA BEACH
,o

FOR THE PRICE OF A ROOM

Enjoy your own private villa at the World's
Most Famous Beach. 70 minutes from
Disney World. We have bus tours 3
famous kesturants; The Tropics, Hong
Kong, Swedish House.
Each villa completely equipped for
'housekeeping, air conditioned,
with spacious lawns, room
telephones, TV, shopping center

,

OCEAN BATHING
2 swimming pools, recreation hall.
playground. Golf, tennis privileges
An easy drive to all Florida attractions. Pets welcome. Fishing, laiAlai, Auto/ Dog Racing.
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Emerson Fittipaldi won the
British Grand Prix in his
McLaren to .gain on over-all
leader Niki Lauda of Austria in
the world driving championship
standings. Fittipaldi's victory
at rain-soaked Silverstone Saturday put him in second place
in the standings, 14 points behind Lauda with rive races left.
Fittipaldi, the reigning world
champ, was the only left on the
course when the red flag, ending the race prematurely due to
torrential rains, gave the Brazilian the victory.

Services Set
NORRISTOWN, Pa. (AP) Funeral services will be held
Wednesday for Dr. Charles J.
Van Ronk, an osteopathic physician renowned for restoring
thousands of professional athletes to health.
Dr. Van Ronk died Sunday in
Norristown Hospital of a massive abdominal aneurysm, a dilation of a blood vessel. He was
87.
Baseball greats like Dizzy
Dean, Tony Lazzeri, Lou Gehrig, Charlie Gehringer, Lefty
Grove, and Jimmy Foxx were
restored to their team lineups
through Dr. Van Ronk's treatments.
Before retiring from general
practice in 1958, he had served
as osteopathic physician for the
Philadephia Phillies, the Boston
Braves, the St. Louis Browns,
the Pittsburgh Pirates and Baltimore Orioles baseball teams.

SWINGING LEVEL- A level swing is the best swing and Robert Whitmer of the Pony League Orioles
proves it.,as he raps o basehlt in a contest played Friday. The Orioles and the _Astro: finished in a first
place tie.

In)

(Photo by lobe Viletwell

Pittsburgh (Candelaria 4-1)
at San Francisco (Barr 4-8),
(n)
— TUesclires Games
Atlanta at Philadelphia, (n)
Houston at Montreal, (n)
Cincinnati at New York, (n)
Pittsburgh at San Diego, (n)
St. LoOls at Los Angeles, (n)
Chicago at San Frant11144/.

Duane Thomas Causing
Rethki
By The Associated Press
The annual stumbling block
of contract disputes, led by controversial Washington running
back Duane Thomas, was in
evidence over the weekend as
attendance at National Football
League training camps rose to
capacity levels.
The seasonal axe also began
to fall, with unwanted rookies,
free agents and vets beginning
their slow lumber into the
phantom zone: the released
--lists.
Thomas, who reportedly
wants a $168,000-a-year contract, was one of two veterans
missing Sunday as the Washington Redskins got their camp
under way, the other being
newly acquired tight end Mary
Fleming
Coach George Allen ordered
that Thomas not be permitted
to practice in the Redskins
camp at Dickinson College in
Carlisle, Pa., until he signs, because he became a free agent
May 1.
The Washingtom Post reported that Thomas, who rarely
played in his first year with
Washington in 1973 and gained
only 347 yards in 95 carries
with six touchdowns last season, earned about $80,000 in

Cal-

course.
American League
East,
•
FOOTBALL . .
W L Pct. GB
DALLAS - Bob Lilly, defenBoston
54 38 587
48 44 .522 6
bone spurs in his neck could New York
sive tackle of the Dallas Cow1974.
47 4.6
Milwaukee
boys for the last 14 National
Reports of this year's salary cause paralysis if he kept play- Baltimore
45 45
42 49 .1
°
65°0
2 :
1781'1
Football League seasons, anDetroit
offers by the Redskins were ing.
41 50 .451 12,,2
In other developments, the Cleveland
nounced his retirement.

conflicting. The Washington
Star said Thomas was offered
$60,000, with the Redskins prepared to go as high as $80,000,
while the Post put the figure at
$84,000.
Thomas met with Redskins'
President Edward Bennent Williams in Washington on Friday
and said another meeting is
scheduled with the Redskins
this week, but it could not be
confirmed.
Fleming, formerly signed to
Miami but traded last month, is
also holding out.
Meanwhile, holdout quarterback Joe Namath showed up at
the New York Jets' camp Sunday to pick up a playbook, but
the superstar free agent gave
no firm word as to when he
might be officially reporting.
For the first time since 1961,
Bob Lilly was absent from the
Dallas Cowboys' camp. Lilly,
the team's first draft choice
ever, announced Saturday he
was retiring from football after
a 14-year career in which he
was All-Pro seven times and a
Pro Bowl player 11 times.
Doctors advised Lilly that

New England Patriots announced linebacker Rod Shoate,
their second-round draft choice
from Oklahoma, had decided to
pass up the College All-Star
camp in Chicago. The Patriots
declined to discuss progress in
negotiations with Shoate, who
had been scheduled to report
Aug. 2.
Twelve-year man Iry Goode
was the only vet failing to report to the Miami Dolphins'
camp. The whereabouts of the
reserve offensive lineman were
unknown.
Offensive tackle Gary Pettingrew announced his retirement
Sunday as the New York Giants
cut 15 players, including former
Philadelphia quarterback Rick
Arrington. Pettingrew himself
played more than eight seasons
with the Eagles before the Giants acquired him last year.
Arrington was a free agent
signed in the off-season.
The Giants also acquired veteran quarterback Scott Hunter
from the Buffalo Bills on waivers.

Hayes Feeling Like An Old Car
By JOHN NELSON . .
AP Sports Writer
Bob Hayes, once the world's
fastest man, now says now he
feels more like an old Studebaker.
The veteran Dallas Cowboys
wide receiver, who was traded
to San Francisco, probably will
arrive in Santa Barbara, Calif.,
on Saturday to begin workouts
with the 49ers.
The Cowboys will get an undisclosed 1976 draft choice for
Hayes, a one-time world
record-holder in the 100-yard
dash who has been in the National Football League 10
years, all with Dallas.
Asked if there was anything
he would have done differently
in his.career with the Cowboys,
Hayes said: "I'd have been out
of Dallas a lot sooner ... I'm
just like a used car. Wherever
they send me, I have to go."
Hayes' best season was in
1966 when he caught 64 passes
for 1,2.12 yards and 13 touchdowns, helping the Covspoys to
their first NFL Eastern Conference championship. But last
year the speedster, now 32,
caught4ust seven passes in a
reserve role behind Golden
Richards.

3- ;

/
2
Los Angeles 51 44 .537 181
1
2
S.Francisco
44 49 .473 17/
1
2
.43 52 .453 19/
San Diego
41 52 .441 30, 2
Atlanta
Houston
33 63 .344 30
Saturday's Results
Montreal 4, Cincinnati 2
New York 5, Atlanta 4
San Francisco 5, St. Louis 2
Philadelphia 1, Houston 0
Pittsburgh 5, Los Angeles 3
San Diego 2, Chicago 1
Sunday's Results
Philadelphia 11, Cincinnati 4
New York 10, Houston 9
Los Angeles 5, Chicago 3, 12
innAitnlg
as
n
ta 5-5, Montreal 4-6, 2nd
game 11 innings
San Francisco 2-1, Pittsburgh
1-7
St. Louis 3-10, San Diego 1-2,
1St game 11 innings
-Mondey's -Games
Cincinnati (Darcy 4-5) at
(Schueler 3-1), (n)
1-4) at
Atlanta (Easterly
Montreal (Warthen 4-2), (n) Houston (Forsch 3-71 at Now
York (Stone 2-11, (n)
St. Louis (Rasmussen 0-0) at
San Diego (Strom 5-3), (n)
Chicago (Reuschel 6-10) at
(Messersmith 12:
oAngeles
7Los
,

flift

for the

62

Cincinnati

GB
—
5
10
12
15/
1
2

That doubt has vanished.
"When you win your second,"
Maltbie said after winning
again Sunday, "you know it
wasn't a fluke. You've proved
something to yourself. You've
proved that you can win
again."
And the young man who suddenly finds himself in the role
of a budding sensation on the
pro golf tour paused and
smiled.
"I don't want to sound cocky,
but now that I've proved I can
win again, I want to win as
many more as I can. I want to
win again, and again, and
again, and again.
"It wouldn't surprise me if I
won two more tournaments before the year is over. I'll probably shoot 88 in my next start,
but if I win two more, I won't
be surprised."
Maltbie, a stocky, well-spoken product of San Jose, Calif.,
said he wasn't surprised at his
come-from-behind victory Sunday in the $200,000 Pleasant
Valley Classic, a triumph that
made him the first tour rookie
since Bob Murphy in 1968 to
win consecutive tournaments.
He'd won the Quad Cities
Open the week before and now
joins the illustrious company of
Jack Nicklaus, Johnny Miller,
Hale Irwin and Tom watson as
the game's only multiple winners this season.
"That was a great thrill,"
Maltbie said. "But most of the
really big players were playing
in the British Open.
"This is‘a mach bigger thrill:
Some of them weren't here, but
a lot of them were. That gives
iott a tremendous feeling, it's a
tremendous lift to your confidence to beat players like
this."
He beat them in convincing
fashion, coming from behind,
shouldering his way past eight
men and blazing home with a
31 on the back nine. He Won by
a single stroke with a last
round 66, five-under-par, and a
276 total on the 7,119-yard
Pleasant Valley Country Club

Meanwhile, Duane Thomas, their physical examinations;
veteran running back who be- veteran offensive tackle Bill
came a free agent May 1, prob- Sandeman of the Atlanta Falably will arrive in Washington cons retired, and veteran Pittssometime today to begin talks burgh running back Steve
with the Redskins about his re- Davis is expected to retire.
As of today, 19 NFL teams
instatement.
In Chester, Pa., at the Phila- have begun training camp - 10
delphia Eagles' training camp, in the American Conference
five players required hospi- and nine in the National Contalization on Thursday because ference. Houston and New England begin their rookie camps
of heat and high humidity.
Willie Cullers, a second-sear and veterans start training for
defensive end, was treated Kansas City and San Francisco
after he had heat cramps in today.
morning workouts. Four other
To Speak
players were treated after
afternoon practice.
LEXINGTON, Ky. 1API Several NFL tears waived, American Basketball Associcut, traded Or were involved in ation Commissioner Dave Devarious other player trans;
Busschere is scheduled to,
tions.
speak Aug: I ata sports benefit
The Detroit Lions signed dinner designed to raise funds
Mike Flater, the leading scorer for a paralyzed high school
for the Denver Dynamos of the football player.
North
American. jSoccer._ Proceeds from the event will
League, to a one-year contract go into a -fund I. help Greg
as a kicking specialist:
Adams, a Madison' Central
The Miami Dolphins waived High .School pupil injured in a
free agents Herbert Harris and football accident last March.
Nate Holmes; the Sin Diego
Other speakers include Uni'Chargers waived veteran wide versity of Kentucky athletic direceiver Dave Smith; the New rector Cliff Hagan and Tommy
-York Jets cut veteran defensive Bell, a Lexington attorney and
back Eric Washington and National Football League referthree rookies after they failed ee
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se 34 .63o

city W4e7st 45 .511 11
Chicago
46
1 .4
463
95 15
45
44 5
2: 2
Texas
California
43 53 .448 17
Minnesota
40 53 .430 18/
1
2
Saturday's Results
Chicago 4, Milwaukee 2
Detroit 10, Kansas City 8
New York 8:1, Minnesota 7-2,
1st game 16 innings
Baltimore 3-5, Oakland 2-1
California 8-3, Cleveland 0-2,
2nd game 10 innings
Boston 8, Texas 0
Sunday's Results
Chicago 9-10, Milwaukee 2 5
Detroit 7, Kansas City 3
Oakland 5, Baltimore 2
Cleveland 10, California 4
New York 14,5, Minnesota 2 A
Texas 10-2, Boston 5-3
Monday's Games
California (Figueroa 851 at
Cleveland (Raich 5-3), (n)
Kansas City (Leonard 5-5) at
Detroit (Lolich 10-7), (n)
Oakland (Holtzman 12-7) at
Baltimore (Torrez 10-5), (n)
Milwaukee (Slaton 8-8) at
Chicago (Hamilton 2-42, (n)
New York (Dobson 9-9) at
Minnesota (Blyleven 7-4), (n)
Boston (Tient 13-8) at Texas
(Jenkins 11-10), (n)
Tuesday's Games
Oakland at Detroit, 2, (I,n)
Kansas City at Milwaukee, 1,
It n)
California at Baltimore, In)
New York at Chicago, (n)
Boston at Minnesota, (n).
Cleveland at Texas, In)

It up.
Join the thousands of employers who help keep the
Guard and Reserve strong
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Two Homers And Three Hits And
Kingman Still Not Satisfied

SPORTS
(Nil Mt ‘1 I I III.' It /-

"I)

By HOWARD SMITH
Bob Watson belted a a pair of the fourth, but the Braves proAP Sports Writer
two-run singles to help the As- tested that the umpires hadn't
Dave Kingman came off the trot; take a 9-6 lead into the bot- waited long enough for the rain
field after going three-for-five, tom of the eighth. But doubles to go away. NL President Chub
belting two home runs, driving by Jesus Alou and Felix Milian Feeney agreed and ordered the
in six runs and getting his 12th chased Houston starter Dave game continued.
game-winning hit.
Montreal got revenge in the
Roberts and brought in Wayne
Dave Kingman was mad.
Granger. Joe Torre singled to nightcap when Pete Mackanin
"Hey, who gave me that er- make it 9-8, then Kingman im- singled home the winning run
PADUCAH,Ky.(AP)- Pur- linois University golf team.
ror?" bellowed Kingman. loaded his his second homer of in the llth inning.
Kevin Klier, a Murray State
sie Pipes of Mt. Vernon, Ill.,
Giants 2-1, Pirates 1-7
"That should have been an er- the game and 18th of the seaUniversity
golfer, and Don Bixand Jimmy Brown of Paducah
Ed Halicki, 4-6, fired a tworor on the shortstop."
son to give New York the vicwill meet in an 18-hole playoff by of Sparta, 111., trailed the
hitter and scored the first San
Kingman is a hard man to tory.
Aug. 10 for the amateur title in amateur leaders at U..:Tom
Francisco run. Halicki doubled
please. You'd think that after
Philo 11, Reds 4
the 39th anual Irvin Cobb Golf Dawson of Sikeston, Mo., and
hitting a three-run homer in the
1969 champion Bill Matthews of
Mike Schmidt drove in four in the eighth off loser"Jim RooChampionships.
fifth and two-run belt in the runs with a single and his 19th ker, 7-5, and scored on Von
St. Louis both fired one-underHeavy rains forced cancellaeighth to lift the Mets past homer of the season for the Joshua's triple. Bobby Murcer
par 70s on Saturday.
tion
of the second round of the
Houston 10-9 Sunday, he'd be a
The professional competition
Phila. Philadelphia took a 4-0 singled home Joshua. Manny
tournament on Sunday over the
happy man. But he preferred to lead against loser Clay Kirby in Sanguillan homered in the ninth
was won by Wayne Morris, 36,
6,451-yard
Edwin
J. Paxton of St. Louis, who took home $1,talk about a ground ball in the the first on five walks, an error for Pittsburgh.
Golf Course. Pipes and Brown
third which shortstop Jack
The Pirates came back in the
000 after firing a five-under-par
by first baseman Tony Perez
both fired three-under-par 68s
Heidemann threw to first and
66. Morris also won last year
and Schmidt's single. Rookie nightcap with five runs in the
on Saturday to tie for the lead.
Kingman dropped for an error. Torn Underwood, 10-7, got the eighth inning, two of them on
and set a tourney record with a
In the professional division, 67-66-133.
Richie
Zisk's
home
run.
Ken
win.
"The throw was bad," Kingthe tournament reverted to an
Brett, 6-2, was the winning
Kayo Mullen of Paducah and
man claimed. "It should have
Dodgers 5, Cubs 3
ATTEND CAMP - Cheerleaders from Calloway County High School attended last walk's simmer 18-hole event with winners de- Jim Hamilton of Evansville,
ptcher
and
contributed
an
RBI
been Heidemann's error."
John Hale's two-out, two-run
cheerleader workshop held at The University of Taessat Of Martin. A total of 400 *kis high sod high cided on the basis of Saturday's Ind., trailed Morris at 69.
Elsewhere in the National homer in the 12th lifted Los An- single.
cheerleaders representing 45 schools in Teanessee, Kentucky, Illinois and Missouri participated. scores.
school
Cardinals3-10,
Padres
1-2
Tied at 70 were Moe Demling
League, Philadelphia clubbed geles to victory. Reliever Mike
Ron Fairly's two-run double The workshop was under the direction of the National Cheerleader Association. The students who at
Pipes, 58, won the 1962 cham- of Louisville, Al Atkins of AshCincinnati 11-4; Los Angeles Marshall, 6-7, was the winner.
beat Chicago 5-3 in 12 innings; Bill Madlock drove in a pair of in the Ilth gave St. Louis re- tended the program from CCHS were (bottom row from left) LaDon Graham, Kim Kemp, Kathie Broadi, pionship, and Brown, 20, cap- land, Ed Tallach of Arkaliever Al Hrabosky, 7-2, the vic- Teri Morris, Peggy Rogers,(second row from left) Sheila Darnell, Renee Tobey, and (top)
Atlanta edged Montreal 5-4 in a runs for Chicago with a single
Linda McCuistos. tured the title last year. Brown delphia, Ark., and Tom Tinsley
tory in the opener. Ted Simis a member of the Southern II- of Mt. Carmel, Ill.
suspended game before the and his fourth homer of the
mons singled home the first
Expos won the regularly sched- season.
Cardinal run and Hector Tories
uled contest 6-5 in 11 innings;
Braves 5-5, Expos 4-6
drove
in the San Diego score.
San Francisco and Pittsburgh
The Braves won the susThe second game was Cardisplit, the Giants winning 2-1 pended game on the strength
By CHRIS CONNELL
Didrickson Zaharias, Mickey realty in that* class."
of nals all the way as Mike Tyson
nearly $65,000, tops on the tour. Paltrier and Miss Post for the
and the Pirates coming back 7- two-run homers by
Associated
Press
Writer
Wright, Patty Berg and Betsy
The
34-year-old
veteran
Darrell drove in four runs with three
Miss Palmer, who shot 78 in third-round lead, topped her
NORTHFIELD, N.J.( AP)- Rawls as a winner of the U.S. counted. five bogeys with five
1, and St. Louis swept a pair Evans and Dave May. The
the first round but followed first tee shot into the rough and
hits and Buddy Bradford hit a Sandra
from San Diego 3-1 in 11 in- game was called by rain
Palmer has placed her Women's Open. But the tiny birdies for an even-par final with
May three-run double. John Curtis,
74-71-72, attributes her suc- dropped far back into the pack
name
alongside
nings and 10-2.
those of such blonde from TexaS says frank- round 72 Sunday and a 72-hole cess to
15 with Atlanta leading 4-1 in 6-7, won it with a five-hitter.
with an 81.
hard work.
famed women golfers as Babe ly: "I've never felt that I was total of 295, seven-over-par on
Miss Lopez' finish was the
"I was not ,a good player
the Atlantic City Country Club when I came on the tour. In best for an amateur since Cath•
•
course.
fat -1 was terrible. It just erine Lacoste won in 1967. She
„coastitci_ home_ NjA.,stiflis& -a&.....happeas "Man -4148tivAashia-avaa.a.ataairWalka an.if.
*MA?
stroke edge cfver 18-year- you're conscientious and you the 18th green, but admitted, -I
•
old
amateur
Nancy Lopez and work real hard," said the for- really wanted to birdie it pretty
By BRUCE LOWTIT
victory that gave the White Sox loaded the bases on a hit bat- ond game, Cecidhcooper
douL ninth, a three-run shot, later in pros JoAnne Carrier and SandAP Sports Writer
mer college homecoming, bad."
a sweep of the Brewers.
sman and two singles.
the
piing and Carty hit his ra post.
bled and Rick Biklesoo singled
The moment Wilbur Wood let
Her parents, Domingo and
queen.
In the rest of the American
Yanks 14-5, Twins 2,4 hirrolmtne wittthe'deciding run.s seventh, a two-run belt, in the ° Miss
Palmer took the lead for
go of the ball, he figured he'd League, New York swept a pair
Miss Lopez three-putted the Marina Lopez, flew out from
The Yanks lambasted Ray in the top of the seventh. It fourth inning,
good on the ninth hole, but in- 18th green for a bogey and a 75 Roswell, N.M., to cheer her on
done something wrong. The mo- from Minnesota, 14-2 and 5-4, Corbin and four relievers
A's 5, Orioles;
for 17 gave the Red Sox a 3-0 lead
sisted, "I was fighting for my to lose sole possession of sec- the final-round, and she said,
ment Bill Stein hit the ball he Texas trounecd Boston 10-5, hits in the opener, including
Claudell Washingh:m hit a tieand enabled them to withstand
life out there. When you get a ond place. The powerful Mrs. •`I could hear my father back
figured he'd done something then lost 3-2, Detroit defeated two-run homers by
rea
double
Thurman Toby Harrah's two-run homer breaking
se
lead,
you start feeling protec- Corner also finished with a 75, in the crowd."
right.
Kansas City 7-3, Cleveland belt- Munson and Bobby Bonds and in the bottom of the inning.
inning for Oakland and Reggie Live."
Wood , recorded his third ed California 10-4 and Oakland a solo shot by Roy
The hefty brunette said she
while Canada's Miss Post had a
Jackson followed with "twoWhite, who
. Tigers 7, Royals 3
The ...5400t-1't blonde from 76.
straight complete-game victory beat Baltimore 5-2.
had deeided to remain an amaalso smacked a two-run single. - Nelson Bnlet said he was run single to snap the Offolea'
Fort Worth earned $13,044 to
Sunday in the Chicago White
South Africa's Sally Little, teur and enter Tulsa University
The Brewers were behind
Eric Soderholrn's second RBI trying to make a "perfect" four-game winning streak.
boost her season's earnin s to Who had been tied with Miss this fall.
Sox' 9-2 rout of Milwaukee, the from the opening inning, when single put the
Twins ahead 4-3 pitch to Leon Roberts in the
opening game of a double- Chicago scored four runs. Ken in the seventh
inning of the sixth inning. It turned out to be
header. He would have had hi: Henderson gave Wood all the nightcap. But
in the ninth, a bit less than that. Roberts put
third straight shutout had it no; offense he needed win three Munson tripled; Rick
Dempsey- it into the left field seats for
been for a mistake that Gor- run-scoring singles.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - today itgainst Barry Lawson of '"I'm not interested in the tournament and competition
singled him home, then Ed - two-run tie-breaking homer that
man Thomas slammed down
Ben McKown, the 18-year-old St. Joseph, Mo., says "it's just JDC teani, too much travel," coming up in Springfield, Ohio,
In the secnd game it was the Herrmann delivered a game--beat the Royals.
the left field line for a two-run Brewers who scored four times winning double to left-center.
defending champion of the Na- too rough" in professional ten- MaKown said. "I like to spend and Kalamazoo, Mich.
Indians 10, Angels 4
homer.
in the first inning. But the lead
as mib
Rangers i0-2, Red Sox 5-3
repeat
ba vmpiens
uc
ieh Tee arounra
is fbi
edriter
avporpe
Homers by Rick Mannin2. tional Junior Clay Courts tennis Ms.
o mance
uniss tbeMcKom
d home
In the second game, Stein didn't last too long. Stein had a
not
he's
s no
, 511y
poss ,
Tom Grieve and Lenny Buddy Bell and Rico Carty car- tournamentthe
o
y
j
or
And
he's
not
interested in the tournaments
jumped on a Pete Broberg mis- run-scoring single in Chicago's Randle drove in three runs ried Cleveland past the Angels. thinking about skipping college
I go to are the he put on last year when he
Junior Davis Cup
circuit either,
to join the professional ranks. sa
take and sent it over the wall two-run second, then he un- apiece as Texas snapped the Manning led off the third
ys
h
t
t which I feel most com- downed Bruce Manson of Caliinning
McKown,
the
top-seeded
for the first grand slam of his loaded his grand slam in the Red Sox' 10-game winning with his second homer
fornia 6-3, 3-6 and 7-6 in the fiof the
The Lakeland, Fla., youth, player in this year's clay courts fortable."
career, the big shot in a 10-5 fourth after the White Sox had streak in the opener. In the sec- season, Bell connected
cal after beating six earlier
for his who began defense of his title tournament
He referred to we
•
e Louisville
uisville foes
oes in straightsets.

Pipes And Brown Meet
For Cobb Championship

Sandra Palmer Coasts To Win In U.S. ladies Open

Wood Knew Something Wasn't Right When He

McKown Says He s Not Going To Skip College

Murray-Calloway County Fair Board
and
Jaycees
Wish To Thank The Following For Their Services Rendered During The 1975 Fair
Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad
Mercy Ambulance Service
Taylor Motors
Purchase Equipment
4 Wheel Drive Club
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray Ford Tractor
W.N.B.S. Radio Station
J. H. Churchill
Murray State University
Hodge & Son
Murray Middle School
Sheriff's Department
Calloway County High School
David Morris Electric
A Speical Thanks Goes To
•ar -

MURRAY DATSUN, INC.
For Donating The $4,700, 1975 Datsun Station Wagon Given Away Saturday Night
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Whitfield Laying Groundwork For
Campaign Against Carroll Hubbard

Funeralsl„,„1
Joe Morris, Mobile
Home Dealer, Dies
Benton Hospital

Det

hip

team.
rray State
i Don Bixrailed the
69. Tom
Mo., and
atthews of
one-under-

anpetition
iforris, 36,
home $1,under-par
last year
ord with a

lucah and
:vansville,
t69.
Demling
IS of Ashof Arkam Tinsley

Lingo and
out from
er her on
she said,
ther back

said she
aft-ftfilltJniversity

npetition
Id, Ohio,

to repeat
ormance when he
of Caliin the fi; earlier

No matter what Cox does, he also is
ted president of the 75 Democratic
newcomers. He stepped down last week af- regarded as a prime prospect against Hubbard.
ter six months.
"Obviously both of us couldn't run
The Hubbard-Stubblefield race was
rather bitter at times, and observers because we're from the same Dart of the
believe the new congressman will draw district and would divide the antiHubbard vote," Whitfield said.
some strong opposition next May.
The assumption is that if Cox takes on
Whitfield makes no secret of his desire
for the post. He is finishing his first term in Hubbard, Whitfield will drop out. Cox has
the state House of Representatives and did not indicated - whether he will run but
privately has outlined how the new
not run again.
"I did not think it fair to go for state congressman can be defeated. -- - --Whitfield said he would have no illusions
representative when my inclination is for
about an easy primary. He described Hubsomething else," Whitfield said.
The complication, at least for Whitfield, bard as "the world's professional camis that William M. Cox of Madisonville also paigner."
Among allegations in Whitfield's
mght seek to oust Hubbard.
Cox is Gov. Julian Carroll's special newsletter is that Hubbard criticized
Congress for laziness and called it overassistant for administration.
Cox, who helped the governor win a lan- paid, yet failed to disclose he voted against
dslide victory in the May Democratic an amendment which would hafe blocked a
primary, is said to be in line to become $10 million increase in congressional
benefits.
Secretary of the Cabinet.
Whitfield said he plans to publish the
However, he reportedly may leave state
government and accept a higher-paying newsletter periodically, but isn't sure of
position with a Madisonville trucking firm. the exact interval.

Funeral services for JOe
Morris, former mobile home
sales dealer, are being held
today at one p. m, at the chapel
of the Linn Funeral- Home,
Benton, with Rev. L. E. Moore
officiating. Burial will be in the
Marshall County Memory
Gardens.
Mr. Morris, age 65, a resident
of 300 Poplar Street, Benton,
founder of Morris Mobile
Homes, died Saturday at the
Benton Hospital. He was in the
used car business prior to entering into the sale of mobile
homes at Benton and also at
Almo.
The deceased was a member
of the Unity Cumberland
MILWAUKEE - Ronald W. Beshear and Harold D. Travis, both Murray agents of the NorPresbyterian Church and thwestern Mutual Life Insuiance Co., were cited July 21 for outstanding life insurance sales
Alford Lodge No. 925 Free and among the company's more than 3,40() agents nationally during the 1974-75 agents' honor
Accepted Masons.
year. They are associated with the Joseph C. Dudley district agency, Paducah, of the Marvin L
Suvivors are his wife, Mrs. Smith general agency, Evansville, Indiana. Beshear and Travis both achieved membership in the
Victoria Morris, Benton; Marathon Club. Beshear is a college unit director. An NM!. agent becomes a member of the
mother Mrs. Bessie Thorn, Marathon Club
by insuring 100 or more people during the agents year. Honor presentations
Gilbertsville Route One; two
will be made at the 95th annual meeting of the Association of Agents of Northwestern Mutual
daughters, Mrs. Fay Edwards,
Benton Route Eight, and Mrs. Life Insurance Co., at the company's home office, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, July 21-23. Award winWASHINGTON (AP)- U.S.
Judy Taylor, Benton; seven ners will be cited for record sales in the agents' honor year, ending May 31.
Rep. Carroll Hubbard will anPhoto
by
Wilson
WooKey
sons, Joe Morris, Jr., Benton.
swer telephones and serve on a
Route Seven, Lawrence, Roger,
panel in the Democratic NaBRANDENBURG, Ky. (AP)
The next payment $25,000 are rallying to the cause.
and Eddie Ray Morris, all of
"We're trying to solve some tional Telethon next weekend
- This Ohio River town has payment on that is due in DeBenton, and Jerry, Franklin,
been rebuilt since it was flat- cember, and Ross said he's not of our problems ourselves," on ABC television stations,
and Bobby Morris, all of Benton
tened by a tornado- that killed sure the city will be able to pay Rowe said. "We aren't taking Hubbard's office announced
Route Three.
bankruptcy, we're biting the
32 persons a little more than a that bill.
Also surviving are one
The Kentucky Democrat will
year ago, but problems stemmHe said the city has asked bullet."
SPACE CENTEct, Houston where they were launched last
Ten minutes after landing the
brother, Pete Morris, Joliett,
He said it would be a few be on the "Democrats Answer"
ing from the storm continue to the government for a morito(AP)'.- The Soyuz cosmonauts, Tuesday.
cosmonauts were taken to a
Ill.; two half brothers, Tommy
oriel headed by Rhode.
etçrmmed _ga
loan Al.t,thaLlt day.
filgla
-SiltriPersin4stary4.first-intera--,,,...41,heriteiglit40_08-.4seove
helicopter...tor transportit& • Tionntlf-`n'titilrrf7 150ftr
/5h111P-Ncief- origunday.
how much money was raised
nowfaces bankruptcy.
doesn't
look
like
theyiri
going
national space mission, blazed surface, small braking rockets
nearby medical facility..
Gilbertsville; two half sisters,
Other
panel members will be
included
festival,
which
the
town
of
1,600
by
.Citizens
of
the
as
long
as
we
to
give
us
one
safely back to earth today, fired downward to cushion the
The astronauts, Thomas P.
Mrs. Mary Gladays Johnson,
side shows, music and bake Congressman Tom Downey nk
parachuting to a pinpoint land- landing, stirring up a great Stafford, Vance D. Brand and have joined together to help have one penny in the kitty."
Brewers, and Mrs. Gene Boren,
New York and Miami Mayor
•
out, and some $30,000 was
The city has received about sales.
ing on a flat, featureless plain quantity of dust.
Donald K. fflayton, are to
Dearborn, Mich.; sixteen
Maurice Ferre.
finger
festival
was
the
"This
over
the
weekend
in
an
raised
$50,000 in federal aid since the.
in their homeland.
Within 30 seconds a helicop- spashdown in the Pacific on
grandchildren.
The panel will discuss conevent called the "Brandenburg disaster of April 3, 1974, but in the dike approach," he said.
They left the ,Apollo astro- ter had landed beside the bellThursday.
fidence
in government, answersituation
relieve
the
will
Unity
.Festival."
said,
_doesn't
that
amount,
Ross
raffits behind in space for three shaped Soyuz and a team of The istithauts were still
ing questions submitted by the
But more fund-raising proj- come close to covering the temporarily."
more days of exploration. .
rescue workers walked across
asleep at the time of the Soyuz
The idea of getting the com- public. Hubbard also will serve
ects are desperately needed to damage caused by the storm.
Alexei Leonov and Valeri the plain towardsithe capsule.
landing, with their spaceship
prevent the city from going
things that's munity involved in the festival Sunday on the telethon's celeb"It
isn't
the
big
Kubasov rode their spaceship,
Within one minute, they had
drifting along 135 miles above
bankrupt, acco_rding_te_Maytir broken our back, it's the little and other fund-raising projects rity telephone bank. The teledangling under a single red and begun,la remove the hatch.
the Pacific south of Japan.
Henry
Ross.
bitty things," Ross said. "Thou- wasn't just to raise money, but thon will be on the air Saturday
white parachute to a touchJust two minutes after the
A short time later Houston
"We have no alternative, we sands of them. They are show- that was the primary purpose, and Sunday.
down, or a -thumpdown" as landing, Leonov and Kubasov
mission control wakened them
are going to keep -on doing ing up every day, related to the Rowe said.
newsmen here dubbed it, at stepped from the spaceship in
with the word orthe successful
Mrs. Paul (Erlene) Mat- 6:5r a.m. Eb114'.
"This served as a morale
these things," Ross said after lornado"
'their white spacesuits and both
Soyuz landing.
for the people," he
thews,formerly of Murray,died
booster
Sunday.
"We
festival
ended
the
city's
water
supply
is
The
For the firstling.,the_workl _nye bearhugs_ia_the_rescue
-Very, very -good;- give them
Commented. "When you have
Friday at ten p. m. IT the had a televised look at the workers and waved at camthe first of the pun
broke
by
—irsed
from
two
wells,
one-d
will
go
my best. Glad everything went
Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville, landing of a Soviet spacecraft. eramen.
year unless we raise money which has gone dry, Ross said: 32 people killed in a small
good," Commander Stafford
Tenn. She was 56 years of age TV cameras mounted in helilike we're doing."
"Right now the kitty is real town, it is obvious."
Doctors at the scene reported
said.
The problems started when low, about $25,000 is in there,"
Brandenburg is located on
and her death followed an ex- copters picked up the Soyuz as both were in "very good condi- • Stafford, Brand and Slayton
hit._ and haven't,-•Arilsat. might-pretty -the-Oitio River about 36 miles
-tornado
thetended illness.It descaliged from the skies -WWffiiiinain -Zat-initili-Thursstopped since then, Ross said.
t"
•
well Stay even, until we need to west of Louisville
The deceased was the wife of ward the plain.in south central
Mission Control reported they
day to conduct earth observaThe city received federal help pay for the new well we are
WASHINGTON (AP)- New
Bro. Paul Matthews, former Russia, about 300 miles east of landed just 6.2 miles from the
tion, solar astronomy and other
and "is 98 per cent rebuilt," drilling for now."
government regulations requirminister of the Seventh and the Baikonur Cosmodrome, intended landing point.
scientific experiments.
but bulldozers clearing away
The new well will cost about
ing schools to drop sex segrePoplar Church of Christ,
rubble strained water pipes, $30,000.
Murray, who is now serving the
gated physical education
and "leaks are popping up all
Fairlane Church of Christ,
Many bills left by the storm,
classes take effect today as
over," the mayor said.
such as wrecked automobiles,
Shelbyville, Tenn.
congressional moves to block
And at the heart of the prob- broken fire hydrants and rented
Mrs. Matthews is survived by
them continue.
lem is a $75,000 debt to the U. vehicles for government work- Federal State Market Service July 21, 1975
her husband, Bro. Matthews;
The rules, promulgated by
S. Department of Housing and ers, "weren't reimbursable," Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market the Department of Health, Edutwo sons, Jerry Matthews and
Report Includes!, Buying Stations
Urban Development for the Ross said.
Receipts Act 1402 Est, 400 Barrows & cation and Welfare, implement
John Paul Matthews, both of
now-damaged water and sew"We aren't broke yet, but Gilts 75e mostly $1.00 higher Sows fully 50t a 1972 law banning sex disNasvhille, Tenn.; mother, Mrs.
age system.
1-2 200-230 Ibis
156 75-57 00 crimination in education. Anwe're badly bent," Ross said.
Etta Murdoch, and two sisters,
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) until a magazine ar- about her 21-year-old fugitive
at 57 25
"We're doing everything but few
Miss Eideta Murdoch and Miss Patricia Hearst's mother says Hearsts
US
1-3
200-240
lbs
....
-956
50-56 75 other part of the regulations
written by a for- daughter might hurt her de155 75-56 50 bars single-sex organizations
bootleg whisky to raise a dollar US 2-4 240460 lbs
Reba Murdoch, all of Atkins, she will protect her kidnaped ticle appeared
fense
in
a
future
trial.
After
US 3-4 260-280
mer collaborator of his on the
054 25-5675 such as honorary
or two."
Ark.
service fraSows
daughter from defamatory pub- book.
her kidnaping Feb. 4, 1974, Miss
US
1-2270-350
lbs
$46.0049.00
Funeral services are being licity, even if it means legal acternities.
John Rowe, chairman of the US 1-3300.450 I be
Hearst renounced her parents
article
detailed
the
The
940.00-49.00
held today at the Fairlane tion against Miss Hearst's forEfforts to block the guidethree-day unity festival, said it US 1-3 450-6.50 lbs
. 1148.50-49.50
couple's three-year-old love af- and reported that she had
US
2-3
303-500
lbs
947.50-49.59 lines were defeated last week
Church of Christ, Shelbyville, mer fiance, Steven Weed.
was so named because "the US 2-3350-500 lbs
Miss Hearst was joined her captors, the Symfair
before
1147,00411.00
with Bro. E. R. Harper ofby both the House and Senate.
people are feeling the call, they Boars $36,00-38 00
The 27-year-old Weed says he
told of the bionese Liberation Army.
ficiating. Burial will be in the has completed two-thirds- of a kidnaped and
She later was accused of parThe Calloway County Soil
of drugs and other
Willowmont Cemetery there book about Miss Hearst, her couple's use
ticipating in a bank robbery Improvement Association, Inc.,
their
life
tointimate
details
of
with the arrangements by the kidnaping and the effort to get
and the FBI has been seeking will hold its 34th annual
Gowen-Smith Funeral Home at her back. He said he doesn't gether.
The newspaper paid after a her and two SLA companions, membership meeting on
COUPON SAVINGS
Shelbyville.
now have a publisher for the lengthy court battle, Weed has Emily and William Harris. Saturday, July 26, at seven p.
book, but hopes to. finish it in severed all connections with his since they eluded police after a m, at the Murray State
time to resume his graduate collaborator.
shootout in Los Angeles in University Livestock Pavilion
studies in philosophy at the
Mrs. Hearst said she feared which six SLA members were on the College Farm Road.
University of California in that any detrimental publicity slain.
1
the.
A barbecue supper will be
leen
Imng
1..
Berkeley.
"I know the Hearsts are not served at seven p. m. followed
Itirrin•rs
"I hope there is nothing negahappy with me for writing a by a report on the business for
cnimon Good Thru
tive in the book," Catherine'
book but I find it hard to be- 1974.
July 31,1975
FULTON, Ky. (AP) - For Hearst said in a weekend telelieve they would take any sort
Two directors will be elected
1100NE'S3-,
-7-au,.._
the third time this year, heavy' phone interview. "I wouldn't
of legal action to stop publica- to serve for a three year term
rains have caused waters to imagine that there would be."
tion of it," Weed said.
Incumbents Robert Ross and
Asked if she would take acsurge out of the banks of the
Mrs. Hearst said there was Rob McCallon will be opposed
COUPON SAVINGS
Harris Fork Creek in Western tion against Weed if she felt
tension between the family and by Albert West and J. T. Bucy
We may be great with customers, but we're
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) - Weed over his planned book. respectively in the election of
material in the book would be
Kentucky.
tough on ourselves.
defamatory, Mrs. Hearst re- Kentucky law should provide "Naturally, there would be," directors.
Fulton Mayor L. C. Bone said
We'll do more to make sure your
for
protection
greater
job
considering defendshe said. "I don't think he
Guy S. Wilson, manager,
weekend rains triggered flood- plied, "I'm
clothes come back really clean with that
school superintendents, says should make a financial advan- urges all stockholder members
that
involves
Patty
and
if
ing
ing that caused at least a mil1104, .11444 iorrur.ot slot.
like-new feel. Well remove those spots and
legal action, we'll certainly do Dr. Lyman Ginger, state super- tage of Patty."
to attend. For supper reseri,n• hung ...ter • 1....00lne 0..
• mope, e.
lion dollars" in damage in FulV
instruction.
public
intendent of
stains. Get out that deep-down, unseen dirt.
that."
vations call the office, 753-2924,
ton, Ky., and nearby South FulThru
Thirty superintendents have
Good
Couoon
that
she
curBut
she
said
Make colors brighter. And roll lapels.
by noon on Friday, July 25.
ton, Term., on Sunday.
July 31, 1975
rently was not considering any been dismissed this year, inWe don't forget the little things either,
cluding four or five who were
About 50 houses and more action to block Weed's book.
like replacing missing or broken buttons.
STOCK MARKET
BOONE
than 15 business establishments
"How could I? I don't even fired without advance notice or
Eliminating double creases. Unsticking stuck
Prices of stock of local interest at noon,
were evacuated in South Ful- know what is in the book," she stated reasons for their disEDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
zippers. Sewing loose hems. And leaving
missals, Ginger said.
ton, he stair
said.
Times by First of Michigan. Corp. of
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The Chicago Tribune reported
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Hubbard To Work
With Demo Telethon

Problems From Storm Continue
To Haunt Tornado-Struck Town

at for the
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rough and
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ince Cath1967. She
Prunus 6,13mitted,
e it pretty

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)- State Rep.
Ed Whitfield, who would like to run next
year against 1st District Congressman
Carroll Hubbard, 1)-Ky., has started a
newsletter containing unflattering comments about Hubbard.
The 31-year-old Hopkinsville attorney
said the one-page publication is intended to
counter Hubbard's press releases, which
Whitfield noted tend to portray the incumbent favorably.
Whitfield has mailer'about 1,000 copies
recently to county and city officials and
friends in the Western Kentucky district.
He said he has received a number of letters and telephone calls and some
newspapers have quoted from the newsletter.
As for the congressman, Whitfield said,
"Hubbard has basically ignored it to this
point, which I think is probably wise."
Hubbard, a former state senator from
Mayfield, upset veteran Frank Stubblefield of Murray in last year's
Democratic primary.
On arriving in Washington,he was elec.

Soyuz Cosmonauts Return
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Mrs. Paul Matthews
Dies Friday; Rites
Being Held Today

Rules Banning Sex

Segregation In P. E.
Classes Take Etiect
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Hog Market

Mrs. Hearst Threatens Legal
Action Against Patty's Fiance

Soil Improvement
Association Plans
Annual Meeting

Harris Fork Waters
Again Flood Banks
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Three Die As Salvage Ship At Anchor Sinks
KEY WEST, Fla. (AP) "There are 1(X) ways a ship can
sink - it's a powerful ocean,"
says the father of one of three
young treasure hunters who
drowned when their top-heavy
tugboat capsized and sank.
Just last week, Mel Fisher
had sent a case of champagne
out to his son, Dirk, to celebrate discovery of five brass
cannons that salvagers say are
from a long-sought Spanish
treasure ship.
Fisher, founder of Treasure

Salvors, Inc., wiped away tears
Sunday as a sister ship brought
In the bodies of Dirk, 21, skipper of the tug Northwind; his
wife Angela, 21, and Rick
Gage, a diver from New York
City.
Nine others escaped when the
60-foot tug took on water before
dawn as it lay at anchorage in
calm seas in the lee ()Ube Marquesas Keys, 36 mild from
Key West.
One of the survivors, Donald
Jonas, 19, blamed the sinking

r
Crossword Puzzle
Indefinite
ACROSS---1 Crown
6 Title of respect
11 Instruction
12 Beast
14 Preposition
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17 Simple
18 Collection of
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20 Demise
22 Pinch
23 Keen
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on a toilet pump that malfunboned and sucked in salt water,
At the same time, the boat's
load of diesel fuel shifted to the
same side, capsizing the vessel,
he said.
Jonas said he and another
crewman, Donald Kincaid,
awoke as the boat began listing
and attempted to switch fuel
valves to pump out the water.
But the boat sank in five to 10
minutes, he said.
"It happened so fast," Jonas
said. "Everyone else was sleeping. It just happened too fast to
know. It was a helpless cause."
Jon,s said his life was saved
by an air pocket in the engine
room. He escaped through a
port door and swam to the surface.
Kincaid, 29, said he yelled at
everybody to get up. Kerry
Curry, 12, had been asleep on

the upper deck. "He literally
floated up the side of the boat
and we put a life jacket on
him," Kincaid said.
Kincaid said he took a head
count as people began to pop
up and knew three were missing. "But we also knew it was
impossible to get to them," he
said. "It was complete blackness inside the ship."
The survivors floated on a
raft until they could arouse the
crew of the sister ship, the Virgalona. Divers recovered the
bodies of the victims.
The tug had been working at
what salvagers say is the
wreck site of the Nuestra Senora de Atocha, a Spanish galleon that was laden with 47 tons
of New World gold and silver
when it was blown onto a reef
in a 1622 hurricane.

_
2 Exists
3 Snake
4 Highway
5 Poker stakes
6 Part of
Iireplace(p1 )

EXPERIENCED
SALESMAN, or person
to
willing
Guaranteed salary according to qualifications.
Must be 21 years of age
and have a late model
car. Apply at 203 S. 5th
Street, 9 to 5, Monday
through Friday, or call
753-2428.

Den

VET NEEDS JOB. Full or
part time. Trained auto
mechanic with tools.
Leave message at 436-2544.

aring for the
final markdown sale
on summer merchandise.

The Special Education Summer School dasses at Rober.4sage E-tementairy *Ace& receive- a;SDI* divedr-frowt
Leonard Elzie of the Murray Civitan Club. Don Alley, Murray
Civitan President stated,"The local programs that assist the
mentally and physically handicapped are always a top
priority item in our annual budget. Civitans are pioneers in
the field of helping people."

I'LL THROW TNE
STICK,ANI7 qOU

FORGET IT! I THOUGHT
HE SAO CHICKS

Cl-lASE 'EM

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
753-6760,
Montgomery,
clay or night.

MURRAY SINGER Sewing
Center, sales and service,
Bel-Air Shopping Center.
Call 753-5323.

CASE FARM tractor. VAC12. 3 point hitch. $875.
Call 436-5414.

will
be
closed
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Comprehensive Care...
753-6622
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens . 753-0929
Need Line... 753-NEED
Learn to Read 753-2288

!prepKing's

ilinill •
URUI
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753-1441
Fire
753-1621
Police
753-6952
Rescue
753-9332
Ambulance
Hospital Emergency...
753-5131

Social Concerns
, Committee and
The Ledger
L Times
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TELEPHONE
SOLICITORS for Olan
Mills Studios. Morning
and evening shifts. $2.10
per hour. See Ruby
Grisham in person at the
Regal 8 Motel on Wednesday, July 23 from 10
a.m. to 8 p.m.

TWIN MAPLE BEDS, box
springs and mattress.
Like new. Bedspreads
too. $100.00. Call 436-23/13.

660 CASE combine 18,4 rice
and cane tires, pickup
reel, header control. 402
corehead. Very good
condition. Call 753-5107.

10. Business Opportunity

16'60 AMP Electric service
pole, complete. Call 7530870.
PENTA TREATED 4 x 6
Jimbers. 10 ft. to 24 ft.
Also 1" and 2" Penta
treated lumber and
creosote poles. Murray
Lumber Company.
NOW-YOU can steam clean
carpets the professional
way at a fraction of the
cost with RINSE-N-VAC.
Rent at Crass Furniture,
S. 3rd Street, Murray, Ky.
FORMICA SALE. Odd lot
laminated plastics for
cabinet tops. Solid colors
and patterns 40 cents a
square foot.
REDUCE SAFE and fast
with GoBese Tablets and
E-Vap "water pills"
Holland Drug Store, 109 S.
4th.
ACHING, HOT, tired feet?
pure
soothing
Get
Vitamin E Foot Lotion
Holland Drug Store, 109 S.
4th.

410
MASSEY+FERGUSON
combine. Rice and cane CUSTOM-BUILT Portable
MANAGEMENT TEAMS.
tires, pickup reel, header
buildings for all your
Man and wife needed to
control. Very good constorage needs. Also Lake
operate new 50,000 dollars
ciition. Serious inquiries
tAge4,-;-31ual,
y7a11 153-8107:rs.
7
Tasty-Burger-Starr -irr-----0
patios and Greenhouses.
WILL THE one who picked
your town. Will Jease
Sweet corn and fresh -1
up the piece of equipment,
building, equipment .on a
vegetables for sale.
19 FOOT LIVESTOCK
bring it back near the
percentage basis to the
Hicks
on
Located
trailor has new floor and
Green Plain Church
right party. School you in
Cemetery Road, one mile
rubber' mats. Electric
Road? You were seen.
our procedures, place you
south of Cherry Corners,
brakes. Complete with
in a position to earn high
off Highway 121 South.removable partitions for
JACK AND Jill-openings
income, Call Mr. James
hauling 4 horses. 8:00 to
for children. Infants - 51
2
/
collect 615-373-2414 at
5:00. Call 753-3621 after
years. Drop-in service.
once.
5:00 call 753-4818.
.753-9922.
YES WE do repair stereos
NEW IDEA mounted two
and tape players, and
row corn picker on 400
other electronic equipcase diesel. Very gooelis. ment. See Tom Resig at
HEALTH,LIFE, burial, up condition. Call 753-5107. - - Chuck's Music Center.
to $2000.00. Health no
Authorized Dealer
082.
xalL753-3.
problem. Call 7534976.

Kings Den

Stacy Adams Shoes

SLUOGO, LET'S
TRY MENTAL

WILL THE person who
took the green and white,
broad leaf, potted plant
from my front porch
Monday night please
return it. Mrs. Kirk A.
Pool.

TELEPATHY-I'LL
SEND YOU A
THOUGHT

MESSAGE)

11.1fte.o.•••••••••••see.co.

dIc

LOST ONE LARGE TYPE
Blue Tick Beagle. Dog
was last seen in Old
Salem Community. Call
753-6566.

YEAA?vveLL,IT LooK6

CONSOLE Zenith
17' WOODEN BOAT with COLOR
year old. 38 and
One
V.
T.
incrisscraft
250 h. p.
Call 753-0323
pistol.
22
board motor. New batfrom 6 a. m. to 12:30 noon
tery, new upholstery.
Owner leaving town.
Price of $850.00 includes
trailer. Phone 753-2253.
1972 FLEETWOOD,24 x 60,'
FOOT
unfurnished except for
FOURTEEN
kitchen appliances, infiberglass boat, motor
cluding built-in dishand trailer. $450.00. Call
washer and garbage
753-4064.
FOUR HALF beds, good,
disposal, shag carpets in
used. Three chest of
living-dining afea and
drawers. Cheap. Call 753master bedroom. Three
8202.
bedrooms, 2 baths,
central heat and air,
FOR SALE 20 gauge Priced reduced. By apUSED DEHUMIDIFIER
Remington 1100 shot gun. pointment 753-7717. 74
for house. Call 753-5924 or
Lightweight, improved
Riviera Cts.
753-1681.
cylinder with venelated
rib. 2 years old. $150.00. 12 x 60 UNFURNISHED, 2
USED BOAT TRAILER 16'
Phone 435-4264.
bedroom, bath, living
runabout boat. Call 753room and kitchen. Has
5924 or 753-1681.
electric furnace, includes
1974 DUO 17 FT. v-bottom
8000 BTU air conditioner.
runabout. 1969 100 h. p.
TWO USED chest of
Call 753-7914.
Johnson outboard, 18
drawers in good confull
top
gas
tank,
gallon
6
after
Call
767-4055
dition.
on
HOME
MOBILE
and all accessories. Call
p.m.
Lakeway Shores. 0,500.
753-2329.
Two lots go with it. Call
436-2560.

Sales Help
Wonted

FUNNY.AND IF TPERE5
ONE TAN& WE DON'T
NEED IT'S A FUNNY
ARMY

TOPPER FOR long bed
truck. 23 channel CB
Salesman
mobile radio. Call .753N. W. Ky.
8706
and N. W. Term.
Weekly draw and
TOMATO STAKES,54",15
training, incentive to
cents each. Redmon
$350.00. $ 18,000 plus
Stake Company, Hwy. 94
potential after first
E., Murray.
year. Senior Salesmen
earning $25,000 to
$45,000. Management
opportunities.
Fringes include;
Hospitalization, insurance, profit sharing,
of
54-SELECTIONS
retirement. Our produc8 sheets. $2.75
x
4
paneling
and
ts are non-technical
and up. Moulding to
readily learnable. You
paneling-,
match
the
in
are trained
from
vanities
Bathroom
sell
We
territory.
$45.00 and up. 12-designs
to
s
specialitie
chemical
decorative paneling 4 x 8
the industrial, food
$4.25 each. 24" CD
sheets
processing, automotive
$4.95 sheet. Five
plywood
onal
instituti
and
Particle board
inch
eights
markets, high quality
$3.25 sheet. Cabinet
bring
s
product
topping at 2:5 cents square
profitable repeat sales.
foot. Interior latex white
You must have a sucgallon.
$3.95
paint
cessful sales or selfwets at 10
Fiberglass
employed background.
cents to 25 cents square
owns a late model car
I,uan and birch doors
foot.
and be in good health,
$5.75 to $18.75.' Ross and
to:
Resume
Send
'Truck Salvage Mdse. Inc.
Director of Sales
Box 88, Martin, Tenn.,
Phone 587-2420.
Chemical

PIANO TUNING, repair
and rebuilding, prompt
service. Rebuilt pianos
for sale. Ben Dyer 7538911'.

WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 4421918 or 443-8226.

ORGANS USED, $295.00
up. Used practice pianos.
all
Lenard° Piano Curopany, TWO BEDROOM
electric mobile home.
across from Post Office,
$50.00 deposit, $125.00 a
Paris, Term. Also The
month. Water, garbage
Antique Mall, 4th and
pick up and lawn moved
Sycamore, Murray, Ky.
furnished. Phone 753 2377.
ANTIQUE SQUARE grand
piano 1862) with stool. TWO BEDROOM. 10 x 40,
Excellent condition. Solid
air conditioned, 65.00 per
rosewood. $900.00. Call
moriO. Also private
753-9458.
shady lot to park mobile
home. Call 489-2595.

r

5M905H Pr-/F NO'
2?-WHY THAT HAN'TNOTHiN' BUT A SAUSAGE WAS MANLY
GRINDeR!!

MACJI/NE-RY>010 TH/HK
5/1E WAS A
KA/OCK01.17:

roo

Delta Foremost
Corp.
P. 0. Box 3031
Memphis, Tenn. 38130

An Eilual Opportunity Em
ployer

ONE ALL electric, one gas,
Aid
NEW-HEARING
both carpeted and on
Leasing. You can now
private lots. Phone 492with
lease a hearing aid
9785.
the option to buy. See how
wonderful it is to hear and
understand. We are TRAILER SPACES. Very
desrable small mobile
trying this program for
home court. Select
July, • because so many
tenants, near University.
people have said, "I'm
Phone 753-3895 or 753-3482.
a
wear
can't
afraid I
hearing aid. I can't afford
to buy, vne, or I want a TRAILER 12 x 52. 2
bedroom. Calr 753-9867
tri4 period.'? Remeber
after 8 p.m. or 753-4171
this offer is gdod only for
'
days.
July and only,in our Paris
office. Call 901-642-2479 or
come to our office at 301 BEAUTIFUL 12 x SO, all
electric mobile home. Air
W. Viashingiqn. Paris,
_
BULLDOZES;
c000ne4-*Iwf
. Tenn__
cold water gravel. Fill
heat and underpinned..
and extremely rich top TWO STORY oak log barn.
Available ,for immediate
Excellent condition. Call
soil. Rudell Regard, call
Prefer.
occupancy
753-0870:
753-9398.
couples. Call 767-4055.

wnrrE

_
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irPAYS70ADVERT/SE... ADVERT/SE WHERE/TPAKr...
Lc service
Call 753-

Another

31. Want To Rent

32. Apartments For Rent

COUNTRY HOUSE,two to
twelve miles out. Running
water. Call collect (502)
935-5679 from 8 a. m. to
10:30 a. m.

FURNISHED
ONE
bedroom apartment with
screened in porch. prefer

ED 4 x 6
to 24 ft.
1" Penta
ter and
Murray
fly.

MOVING FROM Texas
looking for house to rent
with,some acreage. Need
not be in top condition
willing to repair. Please
• call collect 3144414058.

am clean
ofessional
ion of the
E-N-VAC.
^'uniiture,
irray, Ky.

COUPLE WITH 2 children
looking for unfurnished 2
or 3 bedroom duplex or
brick house. Call Charles
or Eileen Morello 7534080. Have references.

:. Odd lot
stics for
ilid colors
0 cents a

SHOP NEAR or around
Murray. Preferably
clean-up shop. Call 4365552.,

and fast
iblets and
,r pills"
ore, 109 S.

Ared feet?
g
pure
•ot Lotion
iore, 109 S.

' Portable
all your
Also Lake
it
E•enhouses.
ind fresh -6
or sale.
Hicks
one mile
y Corners,
1 South,

air stereos
yers, and
iic equipResig at
c Center.

LE Zenith
old. 38 and
11 753-0323
12:30 noon

32 Apartments For Rent

couples. Phone 753-6524.

Special Attention
Retired Couples
Where one u 62 or over and
qualify the Government ivill pa
a large portion of your month!).
rental. New one and two
bedroom apartments in Murray
Manor. Central Air conditioning
and heat Stove. refrigerator
and water furnished

Murray Manor Apts.
Diuguid Drive
753-8668

NEW
TWO
bedroom
apartment. All carpet,
disposal, range, dishwasher, washer and dryer
hookup. Central heat and
air, patio. $150.00. Call
753-7550.

d mobile
ices paid.
ur Trailer
I. Call 442-

/OM
all
Lie home.
$125.00 a
, garbage
wn moved
ie 753 2377.

I. 10 x 40,
.65.00 per
private
rk mobile
2595.

c, one gas,
and on
'hone 492-

1

WORLD

PET
TWO YEAR OLD, 3
121 Bypass
bedroom, _ 114 baths,
central heat_ and air.
Dishwasher, patio, large 40 Produce
lot in desirable city neighborhood. $175.00 per LARGE TAME plums.
month. Call 753-6984.
Good for eating, jelly and
preserves. Call 753-4724.
SKIN
RED
HAVE
Freestone peaches. $8.00
Bushel. Gallimore Fruit
Stand, Hazel, Ky.
TOMATO STAKES, 10
cents each Bean poles, 20
cents each. Phone 7539618.

T 753-4171

! x 50, all ,
home. Air
wi • central lerpinned.
immediate
Prefer.
67-4065. "

51. Services Offered

THREE ACRES land, six
room house, double
carport. Call 753-9378, 7537494, or 753-7263.

1966 CHEVROLET, 4 door
sedan, small V-8, a-c, all
power, new tires. Peak
condition. Call 753-1976.

LICENSED
ELECTRICIAN - Prompt,
efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0605.

47. Motorcycles

51. Services Offered

RACINE DRY carpet care.
1.2 gallon cleans approx.
300 sq. ft. for $3.69.
Machine rental is $2.00
per day When finished
cleaning carpet, ready for
immediate use. Hinrnan's
Rentals, 802 N. 18th St.
Murray, Ky.

ROY HARMON'S Carpenter Shop (old ice
Complete
plant).
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors, WILL DO ANY and all
formica work, finish
types of sewing, crewel,
carpentry, contracting.
and embroidery in my
Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790.. home. Call 733-8342-until 8
nights.
p. m.

Sc

" I 1-tAD AN AIR-TIGHT AL1131,1HEN THE
SUPREME COURT RULED "MAT A
OWN
9EFEWANT Couw ACT A5
ATTORNEY."
46. Homes For Sale

44. Lots For Sale
ONE ACRE lots on Pottertown Highway, 6 miles
from Murray anst Ky.
Lake. City water on lot.
436-2149.

'THREE BEDROOM brick,
double garage detached.
Approx. 3 years old.
Catalina Drive. Occupancy July 1. Call 7533976.

1974 FORD 200 Van. 302 V8, p. s. and p. b. Excellent
condition. Call 489-2755-

M&B CONSTRUCTION
landscaping,
CO.,
backhoe work, general
hauling, bush hogging,
plowing and discing. Call
436-2540.

1973 OLDS Delta 88 Rayale.
Light gold, brown vinyl
top. Real nice. $3000. Call
753-3897.

CUSTOM DOZIER Work.
Cat D7E, A big machine
for big jobs. Ralph
Stewart 901-498-8860.

49. Used Cars 8 Trucks

WILL DO ROOFING and
painting. Call 901-4988865, 753-6743, or after 5 p.
m. 753-8939.
KIRBY CARPET CARE cleans rugs of all kinds. In
business, homes, and
institution. Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.
Free estimates. 24 hour
answering service, 500
Maple. 753-0359

IS YOUR
BUSINESS FOR
SALE?
fir he Caablesell
Seems Csil 411-11911
411.4511w 05.

BYERF1NDER
SYSTEM
Mown,Mc

54. Free Column

THREE MONTH QLD
:lemale kitten. Grey with.
WILL KEEP elderly lady black stripes and four
in private state approved white feet. Gentle and
home. Reasonable rates. affectionate. Call 753Call 753-6392.
3535.

1975 THUNDERBIRD, CARPET
CLEANING,
with moon roof, low
experienced, very
mileage 6,000 miles. reasonable rates,
GA'TESBOROUGH
Copper color, all power. references, free
WOODED lot. By owner.
Call 753-6156 or 753-9121.
estimates. Quick drying.
THREE BEDROOM, two
Call 753-2977.
Call Handyman, 753-9618.
full baths, double garage,
1968 MALIBU COUPE. 307,
well drained and landair, steering, brakes, AMCOUNTY LOTS, city
EXPERIENCED
PAINscaped. Call 753-8107.
FM, automatic tranwater. High and dry.
TER will do interior or
smission, rally wheels.
$3100 to $5,000. Sam
exterior work by the hour
WATERFRONT
NICE
Like new. $1275. 1972
Harris, 753-8061, New
or job. 753-8343.
cottage, ideal year round
NOVA COUPE. Orange, 6
Providence Rd.
WAILCsMaLic
-limit- Will -*aide._ for
ITITTrITENTS'
house trailer, building lot
transmission. Like new. ItYl/N
Plumbing and Electric
or, etc. Call 753-3672.
$1975. Stacey-Filte Used
Repair Service. No jobs
Cars, phone 753-0000.
BY OWNER, 49 acres on
436-5642
small.
too
•
TWO NEW LARGE three
blacktop road. 30 acres
bedroom homes in town. 19n CHEVROLET VAN, anytime during day.
cropland, timber, burley,
One eligible for tax rebate loaded. Call 753-3424
tobacco base, building
from
by builder. Call 753-3672 8 a. m. to S p.Irn. Call 758- GUTTERING BY Sears,
lots and a good well.
Sears seamless gutters
Nesse weed sad *prated ever 20 yews. Do net sip env ceetrect
5747 after 5 p. m.
Priced $22,500. Call 753installed
your
per
▪ jek is %sidled
BY OWNER, 1711 Farmer,
1849.
specifications. Call Larry
3 bedroom brick, carLyles at 753-2310 for free
Phone 753-3914
100.South 13thSt.
Campers
50.
peted. Attached garage
BY OWNER. 81 acres on
estimate.
Roaches Sitvetr Ftsh and Shrubs
and utility, fireplace,
black top road. 65 acres
CAMP-A-RAMA Sales,
SHOLAR
CONTACT
electric heat. Extrascropland, all fenced, 3
Coachman, Trail Star, Brothers for all your
stove, electric logs, one
ponds, also ronning water
Fold down, Unique, Good
bulkroittrf*backhoe work,
air conditioner and
through farm. Timber, a
used trailers, kh mile east
or trucking needs. Phone
drapes.
Immediate
large barn, modern 3
CONTROL
ion
88 and 641 in
Associanoim
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354possession. Mid-twenties. of
bedroom house, electric
Draffinville, Ky. Phone
8161 after 7 p. m.
Call 753-1570 days, 753heat, carpeted good well,
Adis
527-7807.
9712 after 4 p.m.
good crttle farm. Priced
at 648,500 Call 753-1849
BY OWNER, white brick,
804 S. 17th at Audubon.
HOUSE WITH 67 acres.
Tractor, pickup truck, 2000 square feet. Three
bedrooms, 2(111 baths, den
two ponies, new well, will
with fireplace Many
divide. Call 474-9739.
closets. Two car garage,
fully landscaped, privacy
i This alphabetized page %sill run weekly- clip it from
Sale
6. Homes For
hedge. All city services.
4100
the paper and save for hand reference)
Robertson School
STORY,
TWO
four
•
District. Call 753-8132.
*Ai A
bedroom brick, 2 full
0
0
II INF
baths, separate dining PRICE REDUCED to
room and family room in
$15,500 on this nice 2
very pleasant- -& West
bedroom house near
New Roofs-Reroofing-Repairs
Murray
neighborhood.
campus. Phone 753-3293.
753-1441
Lots of trees, well land753-1621
scaped. Call 753-5249 for
DRIVE.
PARKLANE
1502
appointment.
Beautifully landscaped 3
Free Estimates
Murray Hwy,Dexter, Ky.
bedroom brick home. 11
/
2
MODERN
THREE
bedroom in city limits, baths, swimming pool.
location.
Desirable
full carpeted with family
New &Used Tractor Tires
Carpets Cleaned
room. Plenty of closets, Convenient to schools and
CORRY'S
Repaired
full garage, large yard, shopping. Call 753-2977.
Fluid Service
central heat arid air. Can
Highest Prices Paid I
be seen at 1608 Parklane LARGE GRACIOUS home,
Shag Specialists
yard, ideal
Drive. $29,900. Call 753- shaded
commerial grade
downtown
first
location,
6984.
Iron, aluminum, copper.
I
home or business
floor: living rm., dining
batteries, and
cast,
Speedy Service
Hwy.641
den. sun porch, large
Kirby
BY OWNER, 1517 Johnson rm.
radiators
Miles
South
6
kitchen. bath. Second
Tractor
Co.
Vinson
Blvd. Very nice 3
Carpet
floor library-study, three
bedroom brick, electric
Jerry McCoy,Owner
121 S.( Clarks River Bridge 1
Cadiz Road
'bedrooms, dressing rm.,
& Operator
heat, dining room, kit500 Maple Street
Murray, Ky.
Murray, Ky.
large
bath,
attic,
chen with diswasher, 1
basement. Four working
bath, utility. Carport,
fireplaces high ceiling,
A & R Home
paved drive, nice carpet
If it has on engine we
newly remodeled, very
throughout, storm doors
Improvement
nice. Reasonably priced
specialize
in its repair
and windows. Patio,
owner. Call 753-7980.
by
Painting
fenced and lighted back
Remodeling.
lawn. Lot 95' frontage,
Additions
Room
168' deep. Lots of shade, NEW HOME for sale in
Commercial, ResidenCabinet Work
/
2 story,
16 trees. Close to schools, Gatesborough, 11
tial
contemporary styled.
shopping centers and
Farm Building, rusty
quiet neighborhood. Four bedrooms, three
roofs,
Residences, coroReason for
selling, baths Many extras ,in
References-r ree Estimate
mercial. Cariviising, Bill '
moving out of town. house including cathedral
FIoughton, Rte.6, Box 68
Hwy.94 East
Priced at $27,500. Call 753- ceiling, balcony, central
Free Estimates
Rte. 1
8575 after 4 p. m. vacuum and intercom.
Qualifies for full $2,000
Welcome to view.
T.V. Sales
Winchester
tax credit. 753-9208.

FREE
Termite

Inspection

Avoid Costly Home Repairs

Kelley's.Termite & Pest Control

_
Dial-A-Service
..
••
411140

L
.
..

43.Real

1 Group

50% off

Suits
1 Group

50% Off

Dress Pants
1 Group long Sleeve and Short Sleeve

50% Off

Shirts

Golf & Tennis
50% off
Wear
Swimsuits & Walk
50% Off
Shorts
30% Off

Leisure Suits
1 Group

Casual Pants

Valves to S20$700

1 Group
Values to S36$1 OW

1 Group

Ties

/
11 2 Price

x 52. 2

r753-9867

PARADISE KENNELS Boarding and grooming,
Pick up arid delivery
service now available.
Call 753-4106.

FOR RENT

Nice furnished apartments for boys or girls,
summer
and
fall
semesters. Also efficiency apts. for girls.
Phone 753-5865 days, or
753-5106 after6 p.m.

Shoes

'ES. Very
11 mobile
Select
Iniversity.
tr 753-3482.

38. Pets Supplies

51 Services Offered

YAMAHA- 100 also 14 ft. HAY HAULING. Truck
John Boat with trailer.
and crew furnished.
Call 753-7576.
Reasonable rates. Call
David Benton, 753-7699 or
753-0123.
1973 KAWASAKI 500, 2,600
miles. Like new. $775.00.
WORK.
CARPENTRY
Call 753-7550.
Remodeling, room additions, any type of home
1975 YAMAHA 175 Endure_
improvements. Free
500 miles. $700. Call 436estimates. 436-5840.
5414.

BEDROOM
THREE
HOUSE in Lakeway
Shores. Two level with
fireplace, large lot,
garden space, garage
storage room,large porch
and good view of lake.
Price $175.00 per month
unfurnished. Call 502-4365399.

Itonr/ra

Knit Pullover

e Rentals

heat and air,-.cerpet.
Built-in range. Call 7538067.

MURRAY MANOR - All
new, all electric, one and
two bedroom apartments.
Stove, refrigerator, and
water furnished. On FURNISHED
APARTDuiguid Road, just off 641.
MENT, large kitchen, REGISTERED BASSET
North. 753-8668.
living
room-bedroom
puppies, also two good
combination. Call 753hunting basset bitches.
8175.
$50.00 and $35.00. Call 753FURNISHED
APART0672 from 8 p. m. to 10 p.
MENTS. One or two
m.
bedrooms. Zimmerman 34. Houses For Rent
Apartments South 16th
IVISNEV
-Sifter
zsr-Rtrrnret titatIVIA?;1'
bedrooms, 11
/
2 baths, SHEPHERD puppies, an
ONE BEDROOM fusaished
formal liviatiand dining
Boxer puppies. All exapartment. Adjacent ti)
reoms, family room, cellent blood lines. AKC
University Campus. Air
kitchen with built-in oven, REGISTERED. Call 753conditioned. Very nice
range and refrigerator. 6488.
and clean'. Cobple only.
Central heat and air,
Phone 753-3805.
Mutts only $225.00 per
month. Utilities included.
Sandcaping
1626 Hamilton. Call 436its the newest thing
5479.

)D,24 x60,
,xcept for
ances, in:-in dishgarbage
carpets in
afea and
1m. Three
! baths,
and air.
1. By apI-7717. 74

1ME
on
es. $0,500.
ith it. Call

TWO BEDii°°611, central

,
•Witv umose.

Final

NISHED, 2
th, living
chen. Has
e, includes
•onditioner.

,

TWO
BEDROOM 37. Livestock - Supplies
apartment
DUPLEX
furnished or unfurnished.
Also efficiency apart- WHITE FACE BULL, 9
ments suitable for boys
months old. Call 436-5844
or 436-5472.
Call 492-8225.

49 Used Cars 8 Trutlis

6. Homes For Sale

View

FOr Rent Or Lease

(11,ollese

mos
miaiso milicARe 111013

Plow 733-1242
214 No. 1616 St.
(Pleat to Wallace Baal. Clone)

Este._

ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
five
has
Sycamore
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years exclusive real estate experience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
SPECIALSSPRING
One-third to A7 acres.
John
C. Keubauer,
Realtor. Bob Rodgers,
Associate. Office 753-0101,
home 753-7116.
THE QUALIFIED personnel at Gay Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 7537724.
POINTS TO perfection. A
lot of house for the money
in this 4 bedroom, 2 bath,
brick and wood bi-level
home near Coldwater.
This house has -central
electric heat and air, den,
formal dining area,
fireplace, lots of shrubs
and. roses. $39,5490. Contact Boyd-Majors Real
Estate at 105 N. 12th or
call 753-8080.

D.C. Roofing

Fire

Police

437-4496

Murray
Metal

I 753-4892

I

753-0359

502-492-8837

&

Spray Painting

382-2299
753-7915

Paper
Hanging

753-9437

753-0961

753-7414
436-5840

East Side Small
Engine

Tremor' Farris
Farmington,

FOUR BEDROOM, 2 bath
COLDWATER, 1 year,
home on heavily wooded,
new, large 3 bedroom
private one acre lot, near
house. Extra large lot, 2
University on N. 16th.
car attached garage,
Full finished open front
patio, separate laundry
basement. Fireplace,
room, central air and
garage and carport.
heat, built-in range and
COUNTRY GROCERY for
Robertson District. Many
dishuasher. Exsale. Serving large farextras. Mid 40's. Call 753traordinary. Must see to
ming area. Beautiful -.•• 8115.
appreciate. Call 489-2493.
living quarters. U.S. Post
Office available on bid.
LARGL.GRACIOUS home,
Located in- Grammer,
shaoffd
yard, ideal
Indiana.(
- 15 miles N.E. of
For
downtown location, first
Nbrth Vernon.) House &
Sale
floor: living rm., dining
Uome Realty, 3992 25th
By
rm., den. sun porch, large
St., Columbus, Indiana
kitchen. bath. '..Second
Owner \
47201 - Phone 812-372-1846.
floor: library-study, three
4 room houseen Nor-'
bedroom*, dressing rm.,
th Broad. 611,500.00,
WILSON INSURANCE,
bath.- - large
.attic,
new
roof,
rental
Real Estate, and Action
basemialt. Fc.ur working
6100.00 per month,
at 202 South 4th Street,
fireplaces. high ceiling,
Good
lot
and
invites you to call 753-3263
new ly r emodeled, very
location.
Phone
753or see Ron Talent, Duette
nice Reasonably priced
5261 from 6108 p.m.
Jobs, or Ronnie Pea for
by (ohncr Call 753-7980
real estate.

A

-5-

and Service

1

753-3037
Dunn Furniture

Quasar

Appliance

0

0
7534333

Free
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish di Shrubs

Kelley's Teimite $ Pest
Control
100S_1311651
MurraylKy

1753-3914 I

24 Hour Wrecker Service

While You Wait
duplicating

753-3134
753-3303
753-6177

1753-5397 1
102S. 40 St.
Murray, Ky.

So. 12th Street
Murray, Ky

Termite Inspection

Taber's Body
Shop

Printing
Service, Inc.

Carpet
Master

,,
1301 Chestnut Murray. Ky.

Murray
ledger g Times

Hinman's
Rentals

If ,you do not receive
yeltir paper plea.;e call

Rote Tills's, hos* skews, air•
1,.t & tae te•is, root a rory Tot
Serviette & Pokier: Sews

.Commercial &
Residential
Free Estimate

489-2111-or
489-2450

clinic jig. swell esid WO
fereitere Mies, leeks fete 1

....., wog,Ste.
[753-1916

,
Between 5:30& 6:09

---

753-571)3 . -'-

602 N. 18th. Street

Murray.

.
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